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Abstract
What makes this project different is that it brings up relevant issues such as happiness and hopes 
and dreams for the future. Issues that are hardly brought in society today where all is about money 
and having the right kind of job that makes you fit into the job market.
We want to conduct a qualitative study with the aim of explaining  how the concept of happiness 
relates to education using RUC as a case, by investigating the dispersal of subjective meanings. Our 
aim is to describe the relations, similarities and discrepancies among these. This is done using a 
mixed methodology, containing face-to-face interviews and interviews send out by email, all to 
RUC students.
Some of the questions we will try to answer are; in what ways is society affecting University 
students in relation to a happy life? Do students think of happiness before, under or after education 
as explicitly important to them? What are  RUC students current expectations toward the future? 
and; What do RUC students think of their education?
To answer these questions, the project is build up deductively using theories to frame our 
understanding of happiness after which we gathered data through interviews with sixteen students 
from different faculties. The content of the interviews is used to answer our questions.
We have discovered a pattern showing concern about the future in regards to the current state of 
the Danish society and a majority of the respondents express a need for something to change in 
society, but there is also a general positive attitude towards the future and a notion that change will 
be for the better. This and many other findings are presented in this report.   
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Introduction
Throughout our life we have never been asked by a teacher or a lecturer about our happiness. And 
as we sat down and talked about this we found out that we have a common concern on this matter.  
What makes us happy? For some it is relationships with other people: families, friends and 
acquaintances, as interactions with humans and genetic predispositions enable us to reach a certain 
level of happiness. Other life circumstances can also be a part of what makes people feel happy: 
jobs and the associated incomes and possessions. Or can you have a positive, hopeful vision of the 
future, and thereby create possibilities to develop your own happiness?
The following project is concerned with investigating the relationship between a higher education 
and the feeling of happiness. In a competitive economy pressured by globalization processes of 
labour migration and attractiveness, having a well-paid job, which many consider worth striving for, 
is more likely to be achieved if one has finished a higher education, from this perspective education 
could then be seen as the most significant social institution in a person’s life.
We find ourselves interested in the influence that the decision of entering a higher education can 
have on young people, who expect to obtain a satisfactory future. Because we are students and the 
problem of entering the job market after graduation is something that concerns us in connection 
with the many threats or risks generated by our society; such as global environmental degradation, 
nuclear proliferation and poverty. One of the main reasons for taking up this topic is our willingness 
to provide students with a broader picture of how the choice of higher education can influence their 
lives and also to make them reflect upon their expectations towards what follows after graduating. 
We wonder if people think that their dreams can be achieved and if their happiness is a vivid 
deliberate concern being either endeavoured towards or neglected.
We are interested in carrying out face-to-face and email interviews with RUC university students 
and investigating their attitude towards how education will affect their future. Do students believe 
that being awarded with a university diploma will inevitably lead to a happy life? How do they 
perceive their chances of achieving future happiness in relation to themselves and their society?
Motivation
As mentioned in our introduction, what led to the development of this project was primarily the fact 
that we ourselves are university students and this issue is something that we have thought about and 
something that concerns us. We presume that most students are concerned about what kind of job 
they could find after graduation and whether this job and the income from their profession will be 
satisfactory to fulfil their depiction of the kind of life they would like to have.
We find this quite interesting, to investigate the current attitude of students towards education. What 
we found even more curious and thought-provoking is whether students even think of being happy 
in the first place. 
Do they choose their education because it is precisely what they find interesting, being something 
they have dreamt of doing, or do they choose it solely on the basis of pragmatism and usefulness? 
If, from our investigation, we discover that the majority of university students choose to study 
something because they feel pressured or because they think it will provide them with more job 
opportunities, instead of choosing the education that they find interesting, but dismiss it because 
they do not think it it practical, what does this tell us? Does it mean that students think gaining a job 
with a good income will make them happy instead of working with something that they like but 
which does not pay as much?
Problem Area
This year, on the 16th of January the UN distributed the resolution; Happiness: towards a holistic 
approach to development. Its about the need for a new global paradigm. The report suggests 
governments’ need to revisit their priorities and change policies to feature the “social, economic and 
environmental aspects of sustainable development” (UNa; 2013, p. 2-3). In order to do that, the UN 
suggests some dimensions on how to describe personal- and societal well-being; The dimensions of 
well-being most often taken into account are: income, health, education, democratic participation 
and psychological experience (UNa; 2013, p. 4). The article starts by describing the aspects and 
measures of happiness and well-being by introducing different philosophers, theorists and 
researchers’ views on happiness and well-being; also Aristotle whose work will be used in this 
project in order to frame happiness (UNa; 2013, p. 4). Then it goes on by explaining some of the 
existing major international and regional surveys on well-being and their results. Here it is 
mentioned that Denmark several times in different surveys has been rated one of the happiest 
countries (UNa; 2013, p. 13-16). This is something we have to take into our epistemological 
consideration when writing a project about happiness in, according to some surveys, one of the 
world's happiest countries. This also creates a backdrop for an investigation into why Denmark is 
being at the top of these statistics.
The UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs in March 2013 celebrated the first 
International Day of Happiness worldwide. It was an initiative taken by the government of Bhutan, 
which is also the inventor behind the Gross National Happiness Index that should be a replacement 
for the more known and used GDP (UNb; 2013). By having this day, the UN shows an awareness of 
the need to measure prosperity by other means than economic growth only. We find these recent 
steps made by the UN and the government of Bhutan as an important point, when we are 
legitimizing the concern we have about the missing discussion about happiness we have met in our 
own educational system. This concern also frames our problem below.     
Educational paradigm
We want to examine how happiness and education can be connected to the university as an 
educational institution in Denmark. Also to get an understanding of how the educational paradigm 
is understood today we look into the history of the educational system, because the form it has 
today is still quite new. So what is happening today? To which aims are we being educated? We will 
put it into a historical context and then explain some of the factors related to education in the 
Danish society right now. 
When you hear the word education the first thing that might jump into your mind is a social 
institution in which pupils build a social life and share experiences of the schooling life. Historically 
the term education has existed for a little more than a hundred years. At first it was the privileged 
children whom could receive lessons at home from private tutors. Education was the stamp put on 
the social character of individuals whose jobs and lifestyle were predetermined by their social 
situation, this is in contrast to the post –war education where education now was seen as a bag of 
opportunities for the working class, giving all people the same opportunities of education and 
ensuring that individuals were allocated by ability (Bilton, 2002, p. 265). 
In Denmark, education is and has been regarded as one of the essential pillars of the Danish welfare 
state and has contributed to a homogeneous population and a knowing workforce. The Danish 
education system appears coherent, comprehensive and egalitarian. It is controlled and financed by 
the State through the Ministry of Education. Denmark was one of the first European countries to 
establish a national Lutheran church. The church has had huge influence on the foundation of the 
educational system, which survived until the end of the nineteenth century. In the 50´s and 60´s 
education should provide individual advancement, as a way out of poverty towards a democratic 
society. The core of Danish education is a strong locally governed and homogeneous primary 
school, which comprise a system of pathways into further education. The aim of the system is to be 
open and diversifying. But educational paradigms has changed so far that the main aim of education 
is to provide the student with a safe-role in the job market as we will give some explanation of now, 
the key word here is “employability” (Bilton, 2002, p. 265-266). 
The last and current Danish governments have set goals for the education as a way out of the 
current crisis, wanting to make a platform for Denmark to compete from in the future. The Danish 
government wants the Danes to be the best educated population, this is to be a trademark of 
competitiveness in a globalised world.
The aim of the former Danish Fogh-government was to make sure that at least half of the youth 
generation finished a higher education, this goal was attained in 2011. From the period 2008 to 2011 
the percentage dramatically rose from 48 to 59, and the current government’s aim is to reach a 
stable level of 60% of a youth cohort attaining a higher education in 2020 (DEA, 2012, p.4). This 
can be partly fulfilled by lowering the drop-out rate of students by 25 percent and increase the 
intake-rate by 30 % according to the politically independent think-tank DEA (DEA, 2012, p. 4), 
which foundation works to create knowledge for growth and education. The objective is to increase 
the labour supply, which curve will bend to the positive side, in 2032 according to DEA's 
estimations (DEA, 2012, p. 13). The positive turn in the amount of higher educated graduates 
available to the job market, will occur at this point, because meanwhile the number of people 
outside the job market will increase, as this number of people until then are situated within the 
educational institutions instead of having a job (DEA, 2012, p. 13). One of the main goals is to 
educate a higher number of Ph.D.’s and candidates but fewer vocational workers (DEA, 2012, p. 
12). It is these ambitious aims which now forms the higher educational practices in Denmark. 
According to a former official Frederik Hjort, the achievement of reaching 59 % of a youth cohort 
attaining universities can be called an “education bubble”, blown up artificially by government 
discourses and policies. The prime minister of Denmark, Helle Thorning in her new years speech 
for 2013, proclaimed the need for more educated people, as she said: “The important thing is not 
which education you take. The important thing is that you take one”, and it further says in the 
government platform “the ambition is the best educated generation in Denmark’s history” (Ræson, 
01/13). Additionally, the word “education” is listed 161 times in the platform (Ræson, 01/13). Here 
we wonder what happens to that part of the youth, which have increased the entry percentage. We 
hypothesize that the choice was free but could have been affected by some sort of pressure from the 
government or society. We ponder how this increase of students in higher education has been 
reached. We cannot investigate these matters, but we can, and intent to, investigate which matters 
affected their choice of education and if the choice was predetermined by an inner need or want, for 
instance a dream. 
Depending on one’s perspective, the current trends in education can be seen as a tendency within 
neo-liberal economic policies, which affects education paradigms towards a mass production of 
students to provide functions for an increasingly differentiated job market in a growing global 
competition (Bilton, 2002, p.123-125). Thus market and state demands more academics as a 
resource for sustaining the welfare state. 
In concert with our personal common sense presuppositions concerning the link of education and 
the global market, the book  “Global uddannelse – lokalt demokrati?” /“Global education - local 
democracy?” by Knud Jensen and Niels Rosendal Jensen reveals just which international 
agreements the Danish educational policies have to go in sync with.
The accountability policy has been the dominant governmental control policy towards its 
educational institutions since 2000 according to Jens Rasmussen, an associate professor at the 
faculty of Education and Pedagogics at Aarhus university (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 80). It seeks to 
empower the universities and schools in a way that gives them responsibility of their processes and 
accountability of their results towards the state (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 81). The state gives 
output and aims which school boards and administrations have the responsibility to fulfil through 
valid educational practice (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 82). Furthermore the accountability policy 
implements the slogan ”ansvar for egen læring” / “responsibility for own learning”, which enacts a 
hierarchical chain of responsibilities starting from the individual pupil to the state administration 
according to Jens Rasmussen (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 83).
The Danish educational policy is contingent on contracts with especially OECD, EU and 
increasingly more affected by the GATS - general agreement of trade services, deal with WTO 
(Jensen & Jensen, 2008, p.10). The purpose of this deal is to make scientific work and education 
into commodities, giving these unrestricted movement within international trade. Instead the deal 
seeks to strengthen the educational level of local societies, supposed to generate a more uniform 
availability of knowledge based workers (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 10). Also Denmark’s 
educational policies follow an internationalized trend leading towards an increasing market 
orientation, on which OECD and the EU have a pivotal influence (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 28). 
Both OECD and the GATS agreement have made plans towards which national policies the member 
countries shall implement and which discussions and treatments of the globalization process that are 
preferred to enact towards the public (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 11). Thus, the local democracies 
educational paradigm is subject to that of the global, which main goal is to align educational 
institutions with the aim of producing ready-made workforce, the authors of the book claim that the 
future education system is just a mere sub-system under the market-economy (Jensen & Jensen, 
2008 p.13). A long way from the old educational paradigm where education was a mean to a more 
civilized society (Bilton, 2002, p. 265). 
A democratic deficit reveals itself in the educational system as, according to the authors, control of 
the aims is nested in the European Union. This control conclusively renders education to provide 
the resources for the knowledge-economy, which EU plans to be the way to compete in the 
globalised era (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 13-14). The EU prompts its member countries to have 
common goals and similar frame of reference, standards, indicators, evaluations and to spread the 
best educational practice. The EU hereby sets the standards of the production related competences a 
student must acquire, but also expands certain curriculum’s in the so called ”Open Method of 
Coordination” (Jensen & Jensen, 2008, p. 28). According to Stavros Moutsios who is an associate 
professor at the Institute of Education and Pedagogics, the policies that have been implemented to 
modify the educational system to improve economic gains in the EU, have no anthropocentric 
content whatsoever (Jensen & Jensen, 2008, p. 28) and generate no stimulation to the education of a 
democratic citizenship (Jensen & Jensen, 2008, p. 34). Nor do they stimulate creativity, but the 
result orientated educational policy increases the level of differentiation, competition and deadening 
conformity (Jensen & Jensen, 2008 p. 32).  
In Denmark where education is said to be a free choice, the two last governments and their 
discourse rhetoric have highly suggested the responsibility of the younger generations to secure the 
future welfare society by attending a higher education, thus earning surplus value to society. Living 
with the implications within a society producing risks or “information society” based upon 
competition, technology, communication and knowledge, citizens are maybe furthermore mentally 
influenced by the current financial crisis. These notions naturally raise a concern for the current 
state of affairs and its influence upon people. 
Thus we ask: do people think that external “bad news” had an effect upon their choices, aims, 
expectations and most importantly; their perspectives of happiness? Do people think that our 
society gives the good preconditions for a happy future? And is happiness a neglected issue/theme 
in relation to educational choices?
We have put these issues in relation to the individual student at RUC, through this the research 
questions appear when related to current contextual media discourses and social world-making: how 
do people at RUC perceive their future chances of becoming happy when done studying? Does 
society’s expected direction comfort/discomfort the individual student? 
In order to answer our research questions we must know more about our main issue: what is 
happiness? 
The issue under investigation is one of huge scale but small debate when going to parties and 
socializing with friends. Happiness is not directly related to the discussions regarding the current 
role of the student and educational policies. On the internet, especially in politiken.dk and 
information.dk one finds a huge discussion regarding student, state and society and even articles 
suggesting that university students do not work enough and are spoilt both by parents and state, the 
humanities at RUC in particular have been met with this critique (Hansen H. J., 2013)
Happiness and emotions are issues often neglected in educational aims (Noddings, 2005, p. 74-95), 
and only seldom we hear people speak of the socially shared anxieties developing, when market and 
state and the individual are put under pressure by financial, political, socio-economic and 
environmental crisis. Maybe people have done many interesting considerations regarding these 
issues and can objectivise their function in society, and so have their assumptions/perspectives 
ready when we ask, otherwise we will have to probe, but make sure that we do not suggest themes 
or discourses they would not themselves have mentioned without our presence.
Through discussion, when we, as social science students, consider sociological well-documented 
phenomenon or theories, such as "internalization" or "discourses of power", Goodman’s "world 
making" or the risks created within our modern, post-traditional world, we can still only theorise 
how our risk prone society may impact our perspectives towards the hope of becoming happy in the 
future. Or do young people even think of becoming happy in this world when entering university? 
According to Beck, traditional ways of coping with anxiety diminish due to a deterioration of 
historical thinking and social order. Individual well-being is now demanded to originate from the 
individual himself (Beck, 1992, p. 153), just as the current educational paradigm places 
responsibility for successful learning on the individual student, the school shall only introduce 
knowledge to the individual , where after he/she has to make him/herself  "skilful" and thus 
"applicable"  into a more and more differentiated and competitive job market, increasingly 
demanding technological know-how instead of for instance humanistic credibilities (Bilton, 2002, p. 
114-115). 
Two underlying doubts accumulate: does the welfare state help individuals become happy within 
globalization? Are people’s current view of the future positive or negative? Or, if we shall simplify 
our wondering: how and how much does the societies’ direction inflict upon the future aspects of 
the individuals, based in an academic environment at RUC? Our aim is not to test these questions or 
their implicit theories, but mainly to describe how students view their future as happy individuals. 
To describe and understand our respondents’ answers, in order to generalize and perspectivise our 
findings, we need the theoretical background of symbolic interactionism and its pioneers. Primarily, 
we would like to emphasize the relevance of our project first by taking a normative stand to our 
issue at hand and bearing in mind what Thomas Jefferson said, that it is the care of human life and 
happiness, and not their destruction, that is the first and only, legitimate objective of good 
government. As social science students conducting a research on happiness, we would like to 
declare our normative bias in this research, otherwise we could not problematise our issue. Our bias 
is that we think that societies’ main currencies and aims should shift foci. Instead of gross domestic 
product as an aim, we would like to humanize the direction of Danish society to aim at gross 
domestic happiness instead.
Secondly, Layman's knowledge of economic behaviour and tendencies tells us that what we expect 
is what we get. This is of course not proven, but only a popular assumption. Merton’s self-fulfilling 
prophecy or what is also called the pygmalion effect, tells us that the nature of the perception of 
ourselves, personally and in relation to how one perceives one’s reference group and its trajectories, 
may reveal the future outcome of actions. The theory says explicitly, that what you currently think 
will happen in the future, you will adapt your behaviour towards, and thus your current expectations 
or beliefs will end up in a self-fulfilling prophecy when the expected future is met. This notion is 
dependent upon that the particular belief is to be sustained, otherwise the prophecy will most likely 
break down (The self as a Self-fulfilling prophecy, p. 501- 511). This is mainly why it is very 
important to know whether our youth thinks they will become happy or not in the future, because 
the meaning they now ascribe to certain events or things, might influence the path they implicit 
pursue in relation to that event or thing. 
Furthermore, according to Cooley's looking glass self theory, and the basic tenets of symbolic 
interactionism emphasized by Herbert Blumer, one cannot perceive oneself without the judgements 
of others, which become your self-perceptions as you gather those perceptions (Atkinson, Housley, 
2003, p. 7). Furthermore, society’s view of a student is very important, as the theory suggests that 
you will perceive yourself through the view of others, they are your social mirror. That means that if 
students are portrayed as lazy, slow and unmotivated, spoilt “curling kids”, who are not skilled 
enough to compete on the job market, they will perceive themselves as exactly that and maybe even 
act like that.
Theoretically, one can say that by employing symbolic interactionist theories to our research 
approach, analysis and perspectivation of findings, we have covered the sphere of the individual 
statements, by ontologically believing in the reflections of the individuals as a amalgamation of 
social experience with a group and personal reflection. This, then gives us the analytical tools to 
describe and extrapolate the micro structure of the description of our issue; the meanings toward the 
research questions which are shared and gathered at RUC. This is what our emphasis will be placed 
on. 
The macro-structures which have social impacts on the micro structures at RUC, such as for 
instance government educational policies and discourses, could in another project be emphasized by 
foucauldian discourse analysis and its popular proponents such as Norman Fairclough and his 
theories of hidden power discourses and intertextuality. Post structuralist and post-marxist discourse 
theories might also be relevant for a critical examination of the government’s role in enhancing the 
number of students. 
Laclau and Mouffe focus on the role of the sender of public discourses as employed to inject certain 
consisting socially repeatable patterns of perception or connotations to a phenomena, word or group 
(Laclau & Mouffe, 2001, p. 96). Although, these theories help us understand the governments’ role 
in the vast number of university students today, we will not employ them in our analysis. We have 
rather shortly noted them to verify and explain how discourses from the news and media 
theoretically can influence citizens and therefore also RUC students in their perceptions and 
choices. 
Additionally, we would like to refer to the aforementioned growing number of young unemployed 
university students. One here has to try to separate internal needs from external demands in relation 
to the crucial decision of entering university, if one is to judge whether these policies could have 
altered the individuals’ internal needs or decision making (Noddings, 2005, p. 66-73). This is an 
epistemologically impossible task as we will never know exactly, on what basis the individual made 
a choice of entering university, but what we can investigate is whether people had a concrete plan or 
dream before admission and under which premises and considerations their choice was founded and 
if they are happy about them. 
Related studies 
The subject of happiness and its relation to education has been investigated and described in a big 
number of studies, mostly concerning the sociological impacts of such an important social 
institution like the higher education sector. When deciding about undertaking the subject of the 
project, it had to be taken into account that various studies could include different angles and 
approaches to education, happiness and links between them. Therefore, this has been found 
relevant, as it could hopefully provide this study and us as researchers with the broader picture of 
the concept of happiness and education.
The decision of choosing particular sources when investigating what has already been done in the 
field of the subject that we find ourselves interested in, was dictated by various factors. The most 
valuable and useful appeared to be the first described here, written by Italian researcher, Stefano 
Castriota, who has contributed to studies about happiness through completing a great number of 
publications regarding the subject. Among them, one published in 2006 about education and 
happiness, included issues that we examine in our project. We believe that our view and knowledge 
about how to construct a sufficient approach to the concepts we decided to examine and start 
research on, would have been much poorer if we had not decided to use from Castriota’s work.
Even though the above mentioned work by Stefano Castriota provided valuable and useful 
information, there was a much bigger number of available sources and since one of our intentions 
was to obtain the widest possible view on this problem, we decided to use from few more. That 
might have enriched our image of happiness with new angles. Among a great number of other 
studies on happiness and issues related to it, we found it important to chose the ones that seemed the 
most reliable. The article by Mark Smith contains a very long and detailed description of various 
aspects regarding both happiness and linked aspects. Apart from that, the author included a long list 
of accurate and specific scientific sources he used from. Those two factors strongly indicated that 
learning from Smith’s work would contribute to our project.
Although the last of the sources that we used, when looking for information that could contribute to 
our knowledge, is not strictly scientific, we wished to gain a single view that would not be 
supported by deep and long term research, but rather by common opinion of people, who have 
something to say about happiness – concept that should not be considered only in terms of scientific 
research, but also as a part of everyday life of an individual. This is why we decided to include the 
article from a daily-newspaper. 
In the introduction to his thesis, S. Castriota states that the level of education that individuals can 
reach, has a significant impact on the quality of their future lives, due to the feeling of satisfaction 
coming from purchasing material goods. He pointed out explicitly that lack of education can highly 
limit the opportunities of obtaining a satisfactory job and thereby an “active and stimulating cultural 
live” (Castriota S., 2006). The more educated we are, the better jobs we get as we can participate in 
the labour market, and in this way, we equip ourselves with a greater range of possibilities regarding 
life-satisfaction. Here Castriota refers to studies which indicate that people living in poor countries 
are less happy than those who live in rich countries. Even though it is not the aim of this project to 
investigate relations between well-being and the feeling of happiness, it seems relevant to highlight 
the fact that, in many cases, sorts of well-being comes from a high level of education. 
However, another standpoint is also presented in this study; Castriota refers to the theory that 
individuals who are highly educated can easily face the feeling of unfulfillment and thus 
unhappiness, if their high expectations towards job market do not meet the actual situation. Such 
individuals have been called “over-schooled” as the skills and qualifications they obtained during 
education are too high for the jobs they hold. In the comparison, other studies like these held by 
Clark and Oswald, show the impact of education on happiness as highly negative. That is because a 
higher education is not as luxurious or prestigious as it used to be, especially in Europe and United 
States where holding a university degree does not constitute disposes of sufficient qualifications, as 
“the education expansion […] has not been followed by an equal increase in the demand for skills, 
thus contributing to educational mismatch.” (Castriota S., 2006). Therefore, the high level of 
attained education does not necessarily provide with life-satisfaction.
In his article, Mark Smith holds a discussion upon what happiness is, and feeling good is the thing 
he takes as a starting point and essential core of the concept. However, as he claims, there are some 
objective features of happiness which can be measured. While S. Castriota thought of education 
followed by material benefits due to good job opportunities as extremely important in developing 
satisfactory life, Smith states that even though factors such as income and possessions contribute to 
our happiness, they represent only 10 % of the overall variation of feeling happy. (Smith M., 2013). 
He also refers to the normative dimension of happiness, in which one should go back to Aristotle, 
whose definition of happiness has been presented in the earlier parts of the project, and which 
assumes that happiness is independent of everyday life and refers to the course of entire life. From 
this definition Smith proceeds with the investigation of what makes people happy. Among various 
factors, which he took from Richard Layard, like relationships with other people, health and 
freedom, he puts work and financial situation very high in the ranking. Holding a well-paid job and 
therefore contributing to the society and simultaneously providing oneself with necessary means of 
leading a satisfactory life is something that gives life meaning. Whereas unemployment causes 
unhappiness (Smith M., 2013).
However, according to Smith, education “appears to have only a small direct impact on happiness” 
(Smith M., 2013), and the indirect influence is through giving people possibilities at the job market. 
To sum up, according to Mark Smith and the quoted scientists, there is no direct relation between 
education and the feeling of happiness, however education is a tool of obtaining those factors, that 
make people happy.
According to the article published in “The Times Of India”, the higher an education one can obtain, 
the more satisfactory and happy life one can lead. Education gives the feeling of fulfilment and 
being worthwhile. One of the Indian scientists, Atul Thakur, states that it is mostly because of the 
fact that education gives life meaning and important purpose. However, in his opinion, satisfaction 
is individual, and for some people knowledge is a minor issue; thereby education might not 
contribute to one’s happiness as it will not provide any significant factors (Can education make you 
happy?, 2013).
Happiness
When pondering happiness, most people will notice the relatively large gap between how important 
happiness is to people, and how often one thinks about personal happiness. Part of this can be 
answered by what kind of happiness we think about: long term or short term happiness. Long term 
happiness is usually mentioned in words like life satisfaction, and is used in the obligatory questions 
at every large family gathering. This can be seen less as an emotional state and more as a positive 
result of reflection on one’s life. Short term happiness is usually described as gratification. This 
concerns the small dopamine boosts one gets from winning a game or getting a kiss for instance. 
One should be aware of not underestimating this kind of happiness as this is the very building stone 
of the long term happiness.
These two kinds of happiness are not unique and are in many different instances combined. For 
example, often when being aware of taking a good financial decision one also stresses less about the 
future and thus gets both (Haybron, 2008, p. 2-6).
Unhappiness
Mentioning different kinds of happiness raises the question: can people always be happy? In most 
cases, the answer to this question is no. The human condition leaves us with a continual 
development of moods that swing from one extreme to the other but most of the times stay 
somewhere in between. The other extreme of happiness in this case is unhappiness, which as 
happiness is also divisible in two categories: long term and short term. Most people generally aim to 
go from unhappy to happy, but end in between, mostly because of lacking tools of self-reflection 
(Haybron, 2008, p. 2-6). Mentioning these does not imply that you have to be either of these, but it 
could be said that for the long term happiness/unhappiness you are mostly a bit of both, and that the 
state in between touches on both but might also be neither of them.
In the theory chapter we introduce a “menu of happiness”, in order to clarify the notion of 
happiness. It should be noted, that in this project we exclusively talk about happiness as it has been 
defined by western philosophy. The purpose of the menu of happiness is to clarify and explain to 
the reader and us as researchers, some different views on happiness, and what is meant by happiness 
in this project. Therefore this menu of happiness has some rather important preclusions. One could 
for example also have mentioned a Confucian concept of happiness or scientific studies done about 
happy Asian Buddhists. However, as the menu below shows, happiness could both be considered in 
a cultural and a universal context, and as we in our case study are focussing on RUC students, we 
consider the menu mentioned above more pertaining to these.
The background for our research objectives aligns itself with the notion of the UN's International 
Day of Happiness, which says that there is need for more awareness on happiness and also on how 
to implement the dimensions of it in future measurements of National prosperity, other than the 
conservative notion of economic growth. We are concerned that happiness is something that is 
neglected in our society, where focus is placed on income instead. The structure of our project 
report has partly been taken from the UN resolution “Happiness: towards a holistic approach to 
development”. We have chosen to start our report with some views on happiness by some theorists 
and discuss the different kinds of happiness. 
Problem formulation
How does the concept of happiness relate to education using RUC students as a case? 
Research questions
In what ways is society affecting University students in relation to a happy life?
Do students think of happiness before, under or after education as explicitly important to them?
What are  RUC students current expectations toward the future?
What do RUC students think of their education?
Project design
We want to illustrate how we have structured our report with a model presented below. In the 
following chapter - theory, we introduce and explain the theories we will use and how we will use 
them when analysing our data. We will also use some theories from the problem area. The next 
chapter is methodology and there we will account for our choice of methods, our data collection and 
our data analysis method. After that comes the chapter data gathering, where we account for our 
steps when gathering the data and how we processed it into text. Then comes the analysis chapter 
where we portray how we grouped and categorised the data and discusses our findings. And the 
“abstraction” takes place when we make the dimensions for the categories. The last two chapters are 
conclusion and perspectivation. 
 Theory
Former reports and investigations on happiness and its relevance to education and society have to 
be included in the assessment of our research. We are using the literature in different ways. Both as 
a basis for our own investigation, showing what has already been done in this area to inspire us and 
make sure we do not repeat these methods. From selected reports by the UN, we use some of their 
dimensions on how to measure happiness to structure our interviews, and relate them to our 
theoretical concepts which will be presented in the following (Flick, 2009, p. 53).
To understand our research subject happiness and education in relation to the future we have chosen 
an eclectic narrative literature-review approach (Bryman, 2008, p. 94) to what could make us more 
knowledgeable as interviewers and as researchers (Bryman, 2008, p. 81). These theories, surveys, 
and authors will help us comprehend the life-world of our cases and the nature of happiness we 
research. First of all we have chosen symbolic interactionism and its theories as a guideline to 
become a better grounded researcher especially in the art of interpretation and to give us an 
ontological perspective on human social affairs at the micro-level from which we through an 
analysis and description of a small qualitative sample might generalize and understand broader 
social concerns in relation to the research questions. The theories help us answer our research 
questions as they give us an understanding of our questions employed in the interviews, therefore 
we become more knowledgeable researchers and interviewers. But we also use our theories 
concepts and explanations to derive the essential meaning of our data, which is made explicit in our 
presentation of our analytical work. 
The research done on the link between happiness and education is rather huge and most of it points 
to that the level of education raises the personally suggested level of happiness or subjective well-
being slightly, according to Nel Noddings who is one of the authors that have contributed the most 
on the subject of education and happiness and received awards both for these books and her 
teachings in practice.
Her philosophy is akin to that of Dalai lama when he says ”the very motion of our life is toward 
happiness” (Noddings, 2005, p. 9), thus she claims that happiness should play a big part of the aims 
of education, instead of the current economic or occupational aims (Noddings, 2005, p. 35 ). She 
believes that ”talk is to education what freedom is to democracy” (Noddings, 2005, p. 76), because 
the aims of education reflect the state form and which virtues we want to be cultivated and 
continued (Noddings, 2005, p. 96). According to Noddings internal and external constraints posed 
by and on the individuals makes many of them unaware of what makes them happy or unhappy, but 
generally being happy is attuned to a state of not suffering (Noddings, 2005, p. 73) and is often 
assumed when doing good to others, satisfying a want, loving, caring, gaining self esteem, thinking 
contemplatively, meeting a spouse and when exercising what makes you happy indirectly instead of 
seeking this feeling as a purpose of its own (noddings, 2005, p. 96). The civic life and its 
institutions are not the usual habitat to seek happiness, but contrary this habitat is to be found at 
home, but regardless of where we find happiness, the documented level of it has decreased since the 
world economy was restored after the Second World War around the 1970's (noddings, 2005, p. 
200). 
Noddings points out that happy students learn the best and are often more effective and motivated 
towards their tasks, because individuals studying a subject of interest may derive pleasure from this 
enlightenment itself (noddings, 2005, p. 219). The present state of happiness may be instrumental 
for one’s future happiness according to Noddings and the mere development of intellectual 
capacities is another source of happiness for some students (noddings, 2005, p. 246).
Hayward, Pannozzo and Colman (2005) and Easterlin (1973) demonstrated the lacking link 
between greater happiness in richer as opposed to poorer countries. This fact although depended on 
that with less money comes less aspirations, thus the socially evaluated leverage to which humans’ 
quality of life reaches a satisfactory point lowers. Additionally another survey explores the 
relevance of linking state and democracy to happy people; relying on the premise that the 
ideological templates of society fit those within the individuals. (Di Tella, MacCulloch, 2005, Does 
Government Make People Happy?: Exploring New Research Directions for Government’s Roles in 
Happiness?). 
Thus, we can relate our findings to more socio-economic and political approaches, most certainly 
because the studies of Lapinski et al. (1998) show that some social policies give the citizens a 
feeling of that they are free to choose (Springer, Does government make people happy). 
Deductively thinking, public policies and discourses can theoretically affect individual happiness, if 
they do not feel a freedom of choice, a satisfactory level of political participation or a feeling that 
their choices and actions emanate from intrinsic motivations instead of being inferred from the 
external needs of society (noddings, 2005, p. 228), (Fairclough, 1996, p. 37).  
If one is to culturally reflect on Denmark’s citizenry, thereby comparing an individualist  to a 
collectivist country, the subjective well-being , reaches higher levels in Denmark, because of 
Denmark being a social but individualist country. Suh and Oishi (2002) claim that some decisive 
measures of happiness in individualist countries were self-esteem and self-consistency (Perspectives 
on Psychological Science, sagepub), which is why we have chosen to employ Stryker’s theories of 
identity to understand why it is important for the individuals’ happiness to remain in harmony with 
her/his aspirations and thoughts upon the self.   
Menu of happiness
With the purpose of making the concept of happiness more comprehensible, we would like to 
provide the reader with several definitions of happiness. We are well aware that every individual 
has a certain idea of what happiness is and has some associations with this concept, and so, 
“happiness” means different things to different people. For this reason, we shall compose “a menu” 
of happiness in order to leave space for discussion and not to limit the answers to talk about how 
happy people are in relation to a single definition. We believe that it will be more giving to hear 
other people’s understanding of happiness and open a discussion.
Throughout history, different philosophers and sociologists have had different things to say about 
happiness. We will therefore briefly describe a few of these theories and let the reader and the 
interviewee decide which ones are most similar to their own notion of what it means to be happy. 
Aristotle is the philosopher that has had the most to say about happiness, therefore we give a 
thorough explanation of his definition in what follows. He was the first to introduce the idea of a 
science of happiness and for this reason we write about his definition in depth. Nevertheless, 
Aristotle was not the only philosopher who talked about happiness, and in philosophy there is much 
literature on happiness.
Roughly, there are two important distinctions when defining of happiness. These are hedonism and 
the life satisfaction theory. Hedonism identifies happiness as the maximization of the feeling of 
pleasure and minimizing unpleasant experiences. Hedonism is closely related to utilitarianism, 
which is concerned with maximizing the overall “good”. Within this theory of happiness, the feeling 
of happiness is subjective (Haybron D., 2011). The life satisfaction theory is quite different from the 
hedonistic theory. The central idea of the life satisfaction theory is that a person’s happiness is 
“measured” through that person’s life as a whole. It is some sort of an affirmation of your life at 
whole. An individual is happy when they estimate that they have fulfilled their life plan (Haybron 
D., 2011). It is important to note that hedonism is not directly opposed to life satisfaction, but that 
hedonism will often sacrifice the overall life satisfaction in its pursuit of the feeling of pleasure.
In addition to the two main theories of happiness, namely, hedonism and the life satisfaction theory, 
two other accounts of happiness can also be included. One of these is the emotional state theory, 
which is different from hedonism in the following way: it does not identify happiness with pleasure, 
but with a person’s emotional condition. This means that emphasis is placed on emotions and 
moods. In this theory, happiness is most closely related to the feeling opposite of depression or 
anxiety. The final view of happiness we have selected are the hybrid theories, which strives to 
combine all the different theories on happiness (Haybron D., 2011).
In what follows, we primarily explain Aristotle’s theory of happiness, and then Stryker’s, since 
these are the two most vital theories in our project in understanding the notion of happiness. 
Framing happiness - Aristotle 
When first reading our project, one must probably wonder, why do we talk of happiness as 
something given? Why do we assume that happiness is the goal of life for every individual? We 
write about happiness in this way because we were strongly influenced by Aristotle’s writings on 
happiness, namely, that happiness is a goal in itself, and that it is the central purpose of human life. 
The topic of happiness is explored in one of the most significant works in philosophy, Nicomachean 
Ethics.
We shall discuss the most important term in this work – Eudaimonia. Although there have been 
some disagreements as to how this term can be best translated to English, it is commonly translated 
as “happiness” or a “happy life”. Aristotle firmly believes that we all strive for eudaimonia and that 
this is the central purpose of our lives. While most things in life are done as a means to an end e.g. 
getting a job is a mean to earn money, earning money is a mean to buy nice things etc., eudaimonia 
is always pursued as an end in itself. Happiness or eudaimonia cannot serve another purpose 
because it does not make sense to ask “why do we pursue happiness?”. For Aristotle this is a 
conceptual truth and it is what all human beings do (Warburton, 2006, p. 20).
Aristotle believed that a broad range of conditions are necessary in order to have a happy life. He 
introduced the idea of a “science of happiness” as a new field of knowledge. Fundamentally, 
Aristotle’s idea of happiness revolves around the concept of the Mean, which is a balance between 
two excesses.
Happiness for Aristotle is the whole of one’s life, therefore it is quite different from pleasurable 
activities. One cannot dub their life as “happy” until it is over, because certain events towards the 
end of one’s life can make it an “unhappy” life even though it has been satisfactory up until that 
point.  It is measuring whether or not you have lived up to your full potential as human being. 
Therefore we cannot declare that children are happy because they have not yet realized the potential 
for a flourishing human life (The Pursuit of Happiness, 2013).
In his quest for explaining and defining happiness, Aristotle divided nature into four different kinds 
of things, each having a different purpose: Mineral, Vegetative, Animal, and Human. According to 
Aristotle, what distinguishes humans from the rest of the animal kingdom is Reason. Humans’ main 
purpose is to reason, and by using this rational capacity we are living a life that is different from 
plants and animals. Aristotle is associating the pursuit of happiness with the exercise of virtue. In 
order to achieve happiness one must have “complete virtue”, or in other words, excellence of 
character.  
Through a person’s life, they must achieve all the goods, like health, wealth, friendships, knowledge 
etc., in order to call that life “happy”. Factors such as these are the first steps leading towards 
excellence of human nature and enhancement of human life and we can see that these goods are 
similar to the dimensions on happiness proposed by the UN. 
Aristotle thought that human beings have a specific function (an ergon). This ergon is rational 
activity; the good or happy life for human beings is a life of rational virtuous activity (Warburton, 
2006, p. 22). However, it is not enough to have the potential to exercise virtue. One must act 
virtuously to live a good live. Only when one acts virtuously will they be rewarded in life, and this 
reward is true happiness. Human beings will only flourish when they live a life of rational virtuous 
activity. It is important to note that while the phrase “virtue” in modern times has some implications 
of morality, for Aristotle it only meant “excellence of character” and it was not related to the word 
“moral” as we use it today. Aristotle’s interest was not in our concern for others, but making your 
own life successful. 
Recent studies done on happiness and voluntary work, prove that it gives meaning to life to help 
others and that people rated themselves happier when helping others (Wenner M., 2007).
The so-called “care theorists” have thus delivered a more recent contribution helping to define what 
makes people happy; doing good to others makes us feel good (Noddings, 2005, p.34).
Another perspective of happiness is offered by Stryker, who sees happiness and identity as a 
circular motion. One unfolds an identity and the social feedback one gets make one either happy or 
unhappy. Positive feedback will strengthen that unfolded identity and make it more likely to be used 
again whereas negative feedback will do the opposite (Noddings, 2005, p. 57-73)
More perspectives on happiness 
If these are the different permutations of happiness, then the question arises; can you control the 
drive and aspirations of a whole higher education institution? According to Watson and his book 
“The question of Morale” this can to some degree be accomplished by what he prefers to call 
“storytelling” i.e. myths or genuine stories of justification that allow for both happiness and purpose 
in the everyday life of an institution. Here an example from RUC would be the “myth” that the 
private sector is extremely hungry for academics from RUC. Even though we are in the middle of 
an economic  recession this storytelling has a seeming authenticity, a self analytical aspect and is 
appropriately ambitious, all three aspects that Watson deems important.
Watson also mentions the question of the quantum of happiness. He looks at universities and ask; is 
there a minimum limit to the happiness required for a university to work? He argues that there is, 
but also, without elaborating further reaches a counterargument; the human condition’s striving 
toward gratification would make this impossible. We argue that even a university filled with 
unhappy students would, by lowering entry requirements attract students, and by attracting students, 
lend themselves purpose that would in turn be self justifying.
Symbolic Interactionism
We believe it is relevant to write about symbolic Interactionism because it gives us the ontological 
framework for our field of study, making us more knowledgeable interviewers and researchers. We 
also hope to help the reader towards a better comprehension of the study of happiness and education 
as involving human beings’ life in their group existences, such as, activities, relationships, and their 
social institutions. What is most important to note when we are choosing to make use of symbolic 
interactionism in a qualitative research, it the perspectives on human social affairs, which help us to 
interpret the actions of our respondents, it also explains just how certain discourses and concerns 
can circulate in a reference group. We can thus use our chosen theory to understand our findings, 
respondents and our field of research. Contributigly, symbolic interactionism also offers us many 
methodological perspectives on how to perceive, act and respond in the social world to inquire it the 
best (Calhoun, 2007 p.68). This is for instance done by taking the role of the other through an 
interpretation of how he/she  sees the situation, it would be a fallacy to study humans trying to 
remain objective towards the other because one will probably infer one’s own conclusions instead 
of the others, that is why the researcher shall “step into the others shoes” and for instance become 
familiar with the antecedent behaviour of the individuals studied, (Calhoun, 2007,p. 76) which is 
why we chose to keep the interview cozy and open for conversation.   Taking the role of the other is 
to form oneself in coordination with other peoples actions and gestures, which is exercised in every 
encounter by every individual according to Mead (Calhoun, 2007, p. 73) . 
Symbolic Interactionism works by going from the specific to the more general, i.e. if you are 
studying how a certain group behaves in a certain situation, you go and observe them, how they 
carry on their life and interpret it in coherence to investigation. The term Symbolic Interactionism 
refers to the peculiar and distinctive character of interaction that takes place among human beings, 
and that human beings define each other’s actions instead of simply reacting to them. The response 
that individuals give to an action is based on the meaning that he/she gave to it. Human interaction 
is mediated by the use of symbols, interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of other’s actions 
(Calhoun, 2007, p. 71).
One could say that a human being can be the object of his own actions, acting toward himself as he 
does toward others, for example gets angry with himself, tells himself that he should or should not 
do this, sets goals for himself, etc. This ability is the central mechanism that enables the individual 
to draw indications to himself of things in his surroundings and through which guides his actions by 
what he notes.
The conscious life of human beings from the time that they awaken until they fall asleep, is a 
continual flow of self indication and notions of things with which the individual deals with and that 
he has to take in account, things that may be instrumental to his action and those which may 
obstruct his action.
The individual has to take in account the demand, the expectations, the prohibition, and threats as 
they may arise in a situation in which he is acting (Calhoun, 2007, p. 71 -72).
The formation of social action consists of individual actions determined by and through the process 
of self indication by which the human being indicate to him/herself what is important to him/her to 
follow, coordinate or act upon.
The everyday symbolic interactionism of an individual, is seen as a kind of organization, 
responding to factors which play upon the individuals, that is presented in the make up of the 
society - social system, social structure, cultural, social norm, institutions, status positions, values, 
etc., whereby the assumption is that, an individual as member of society plays a role, and, the forces 
mentioned above influence them (Calhoum, 2007 p. 73). 
Social action of peoples is seen as an outward flow or expression of factors and forces playing on 
the individual, but initially emanating from the individual’s acts, the acting units (75). This is where 
others social theories emphasises function or structure to be more decisive in the analysis of social 
action, than the acts of the units or individuals. The latter is precisely the pivotal point of symbolic 
interactionist theories; society is best analysed when viewed as a composition of conscious and 
unconscious self-reflecting humans (Calhoun, 2007, p. 76).  Acts are built up by people through 
their interpretation of the situation in which they are placed, just as with meaning towards objects 
which is also socially negotiated. The important thing to stress when relying on symbolic 
interactionist theories in a research is that an individual has a self, and it is the interaction of acting 
selves in their reciprocity which constitutes social actions and society. The nature of the social 
behaviour depends on the situational context it is placed within, and the interpretations done by the 
acting selves (Calhoun, 2007, p. 75), thus every little movement of an eyebrow from an interviewer 
can function as an indication in our respondents thoughts that they might be acting weird or 
interestingly
The organization of human society is not to be identified as a process of interpretation used by its 
acting unit, only (Calhoun, 2007, p. 77). Human society is consisting of acting people, and the life 
of society is to be seen as consisting of actions of self-conscious selves, which are acting on the 
premises of meaning to themselves and others, indication and interpretation. The acting units may 
be separate individuals, collectivities whose members are acting together, or organization acting on 
behalf of a constituency (Calhoum, 2007, p. 75). The “organization” often changes, and it is the 
individual acts which constitutes it more than for instance an economic crisis affecting their 
behaviour. This is a methodological assumption which we will bear in mind when making 
propositions and hypotheses around our data, so we do not claim any structure or effect to be more 
influential than the individuals experiences it to be, because otherwise we neglect the conscious 
interpretation of the individuals experiencing such effect or structure (Calhoun, 2007, p.77 - 78). 
This is why we say that we will extrapolate the impact of social conditions on the individual such as 
the current state of the job market, from the individuals perceptions and reflections,  instead of 
posing it on them by abstract theories and closed questions, which can be seen as a typical student 
research fallacy, from an symbolic interactionists’ view (Calhoun, 2007, p. 78)
Emotion state theory
Theorist such as Stryker & Burke believe that a positive emotion results from meeting one’s identity 
expectation and  negative emotion results from not meeting one’s expectation, and similar to this 
Stryker also argues that the identity which is adequately played out will generate positive feelings 
and/or identity that is not adequately played out will generate negative feelings (Turner, 2004, p. 
52).
Stryker views human behaviour as organized by symbolic designations in all aspects of the 
environment, both physical and social, that the identity is a part of a large sense of self, which is 
internalized self designation that is associated with position that the individual occupies within 
various social contexts (sagepub.com).
According to Stryker identity is designations that people make about themselves in relation to their 
positions  in social structures, and the role that they play because of this position. And depending on 
the degree of commitment that the individual has with the position he/she will tend to perceive 
situations as opportunities to play out the identity in roles. And here, the emotions can be seen when 
the identity is well played out generating positive effect which strengthen the level of commitment, 
as well as when the individual receives positive feedback from others, which enhance the self-
esteem reinforcing the commitment to an identity.
Negative emotion comes when the identity role is being judged inadequately by the others in 
relation to normative expectation, cultural values and a definition of the situation. The negative 
emotion appears if the identity role is unacceptable. In general the emotions drive the individual to 
play roles in a way that is consistent with normative expectations, definition of the situation, 
cultural values and high feelings about self (sagepub.com).
The verification of identity might be the precondition for a positive effect, which is considered high 
status and allows more likely those who have to experience intense emotions, so when there is a 
disconfirmation of identity, the chance of experiencing negative emotions is high. Identity is the 
categorization of self as an occupant of the role, where the actor incorporates into the self all the 
meanings and expectations associated with the role and its performance (Turner, 2004, p. 54).
There are several theoretical concepts we will use in the analytical chapter. These include:
- Life satisfaction theory
- Eudaimonia
- Hedonism 
- Emotional state theory
- Symbolic interactionism
The life satisfaction theory is closely related to Aristotle’s term Eudaimonia. These concepts focus 
on long-term happiness and describe how long-term happiness can be achieved. 
The life satisfaction theory and eudaimonia are the opposite of hedonism, which focuses on 
momentary pleasures and short-term happiness. 
The emotional state theory is above described by Stryker, and symbolic interactionism will be used 
for the analysis. We will use the above mentioned concepts in order to analyse how our respondents 
view happiness, and to what concept does their own definition of happiness relate to, are they 
concerned with the long-term or short-term happiness? The emotional state theory is used to analyse 
respondents’ answers concerning their current feeling of happiness or unhappiness. 
As mentioned in the problem area the UN made use of specific dimensions in order to measure how 
happy a nation was. We chose to use two of the dimensions; education and psychological 
experience. We have made use of the same way of structuring our questions for the interviews. We 
will use these dimensions in the following way: we will note how respondents mentioned these 
concepts when talking about happiness and how they think of these as indicators of happiness and 
then analyse our findings in relation to our theoretical concepts.
                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                
Philosophy of science
Our philosophy of science is that of the typical modern social constructivist, we believe that an 
objective account of social phenomenon is impossible because of interpretation processes 
(hermeneutics), and the fact that subjective meanings and experiences cannot be directly captured, 
neither fully by the individual as one cannot be sure neither of what he/she wants, needs or 
experiences (Nel noddings, 2005, p. 57-73). 
                                                                                                
Aims of validation of findings and legitimation of the research process
We need to both ensure validity in our internal research process and our measurement in order to 
make sure our research is trustworthy and presentable to an academic community with other related 
research purposes in mind. What helps us in doing that, is Patti Lather’s (1993) suggestion of four 
post-modernist criteria to which truth is in a valid research and to what extent one can speak of truth 
in modern sociological findings. Firstly Lather claims that truth is ironic, which is in concert with 
other post modernists as they claim stable, positivistic truth measures as linked to unsolvable 
problems. Rather Lather propagates that truth in sociological findings is when one can depict 
“coexisting binaries and coexisting opposites” (Newman & Benz, 1998, p. 47-49). 
Lather sees the accumulation of undecided or ambiguous knowledge derived from data analysis, as 
what she refers to as paralogical validity, essentially meaning that unexpected findings which 
cannot fit into a category are another valid aim and result for presentation within qualitative 
research. The Rhizomatic validity measure Lather suggest emphasizes the findings not only derived 
from interpretation but the seemingly unnoticed statements which might be found through 
comparisons, mapping and coding. It is a matter of noticing which pattern in the data that might 
help you construct a theory. 
Lathers last measure of validity stresses the intellectual abilities and knowledge of the researcher 
regarding the study at hand, this is where the productive interpretation of the researcher is important 
to sift through data and reveal findings of a more emotional sort (Newman, Benz, 1998, p. 48).  We 
therefore make a valid claim for us as researchers to construct and generalize reconstructions of the 
constructions made by our interviewees, in line with Kvale’s (1995) epistemological assumptions of 
validity in qualitative research we construct validity and findings (Newman, Benz, 1998, p. 48). Our 
aim of the degree to which we can generalize and validate our findings thus does not leave the 
sphere of being a mere interpretation, construction or perspective. 
Methodology
Mixed methods research
We are recognising the strength of circularity in qualitative research and so the important parts of 
our research process, our two methods, are interlinked. This allows us to repeatedly reflect on the 
relevance of our gathered empirical material when we collect and interpret it (Flick, 2009, p. 92-
95). We think of the analysis as an ongoing process of selection, interpretation and decision making. 
In this manner when we decide which questions we want to ask and what sample to use we are 
being analytical in the sense that we are setting the course of the research. Therefore we are being 
 reflexive in our analytical decisions at all stages of this report (Daly, 2007, p. 210).  
In qualitative research we cannot denigrate the epistemological argument presented by the 
quantitative logic of perpetuation of certain statements found within a text and through axial 
comparisons of texts. We feel that we can better emphasize an argument when twenty people agree, 
thus quantitative measures contribute to an interpretative stance and help the analysis of qualitative 
statements (Bryman, 2008, p. 600). 
Research usually cannot reach a positive epistemological sample of reality, e.g. first we could not 
interview all RUC students at the same time, secondly we could not be sure that their answers to us 
represented reality and thirdly we cannot be sure that by asking we do not change reality. To 
avoid/ignore this social science paradox  we focus on quality achieved from in-depth interviews, 
and validity found through the employment of a quasi-quantitative validity measure through both 
physical and email interviews dispersed on a greater number than we could interview personally in 
relation to time. Then we access a possibility to find a prevalence of themes found and analysed 
from the semi-structured face-to face interviews and test their frequency and validity by the mere 
repetition of those, if found in the email interviews (Bryman, 2008, p. 598) Thus we avoid the 
qualitative fallacy of focusing too much on anecdotes leaving no estimation about the extent of a 
phenomena or statement (Bryman, 2008, p. 599). Therefore we have tried to get as many 
respondents as possible and count the themes and words we discover in the data.
Here we must stress that our aim is not to generate a theory, but to perhaps by description prove 
some hypotheses with our findings. Our final analytical aim is to describe our chosen issue through 
our cases.
As we are six researchers and thereby represent six subjective theoretical approaches, 
interpretations and world-makings, naturally affecting our research process, we will try to answer 
our research question with a mix of theories and methods because we find this the most intriguing 
procedure from which to find and elaborate our data but mostly because our resources and time 
frame, allows us to aim for an elaboration on the subject matter and a further validation of findings 
by combining qualitative/quantitative measures to produce a generalization of  findings. 
The issue at hand is best elaborated with different data sets, that is what Denzin refers to as data 
triangulation and a mix of methodologies to derive those data (Flick, 2009, p. 444). 
By the following order of investigation, we will most likely derive the best answerable questions 
from our first face-to-face interviews, and apply those with the most descriptive and evaluative 
responses in relation to our research questions, to the email interview. Denzin recognizes 
investigator triangulation as an important feature within a sociological research process, in order to 
delimit the biases of the investigators. This approach refers to the art of making deliberate checks 
and balances among the researcher group, so the researchers can represent findings and 
generalizations bearing in mind the influence of different personalities and their biases (Denzin, 
1989, p. 239). By employing Denzin’s methods we hope that similarities or disparities within the 
different findings derived, will help us explicate the epistemological issues implicit in the methods 
chosen, thus deriving at a critical perspective towards the differing methodologies but most of all 
help us with extrapolating the nuances amalgamating from the issue under study (Denzin, 1989, p. 
242).
Snowball sampling  
For the convenience due to time and resources we are employing an opportunistic, random sample, 
with the only criteria for selecting cases being that they are RUC students ( Bryman, 2008, p.184-
185). The snowball sampling, or the convenience sampling, to gather cases for the face-to-face 
interview, were applied both at RUC around the houses and in the canteen. The interviewees for our 
email interview were sampled at Panum, a study hall affiliated to Copenhagen University with the 
same method. It has been the most practically employable sampling method to trace suitable 
respondents. To avoid the problem of researchers’ implicit or explicit tendency of choosing those 
who are more likely to answer or more akin to themselves, we decided to ask the first people we 
met and saw, instead of avoiding those who we through intuitional anticipation, assumed they 
would say no to participate. So instead of having neither a totally representative or biased sample, 
we got a randomized. The participation for our face-to-face interviews were great and we got 
comprehensive answers, nearly everyone we asked agreed to participate. Sadly we were not as 
fortunate when trying to find respondents for the email interviews. We found around 45 people at 
Panum who agreed to participate, but only 13 people answered and 11 were chosen for analysis. 
One of the people who choose to answer but we did not use did not answer the questions, but chose 
instead to answer with a critique of the questions being very broad. The other person thrown out 
choose to answer with extremely short answers like yes or no, which was deemed useless in the 
context. The low response rates we assume is mainly due to the fact that other people from RUC 
also were finishing their semester projects, at the time we sampled, which many of them also said; 
“I will look at it if I find time” and “we are quite busy at the moment, but I will try to help in a 
“displacement activity” or “overspringshandling”.                          
One can also hypothesise the low response rates of a disinterestedness in the subject, which 
agreeable can be considered of being “pladderhumanistisk” or “hogwash humanism” if one cannot 
attribute meaning to the evaluation of happiness in one’s life and society. The 11 answers we got 
was of good use and we thank those who participated a lot, because of the many reflections and 
subjective theories we actually derived from this rather impersonal interviewing approach.
Our approach
Our approach to the mixed methods research is stressing two of Hammersley’s three classifications 
of approaches to the combination of methods  in research (Bryman, 2008, p. 607). The 
complementarity of our two research strategies relies on the different possible aspects emanating 
from different contextual settings, for instance environments at RUC contra being home in front of 
the computer screen. Thus two kinds of answers were our goal, one set which have had been probed 
deeper by the interviewers, and thus affected by interviewers bias and contextual settings and one 
set which have most likely been committed in lone evaluation which might produce different, 
perhaps more genuine answers and data when asking about sensitive issues. We also use mixed 
methods in the way that the quantitative dimensions are conducted in the data collection and 
analysis to amplify or corroborate the findings from the qualitative research, which in our research 
consists of five in-depth semi-structured interviews. 
Whether the two methods contrast or merge, is a paradigmatic epistemological debate (Bryman, 
2008, p. 604). They do merge, according to Kvale's (1995) account of post-modernist thought, as 
they ”assume no objective unitary truth about research methods and truth” (Newman, Benz, 1998, 
p. 49). 
We have built a bridge between the two because we think that the use of both will help us reveal 
most coexisting oppositions or binaries, undecidable diversions, rhizomatic patterns (Newman, 
Benz, 1998, p. 47) and frequencies of a theme or type of answer (Bryman, 2008, p. 599). 
We are doing this within a multiplicity of cases related to a small local context, from which we can 
investigate local discourses regarding our subject and give our interpretation or social construction 
of them. This is also what Kvale suggests when portraying the post-modernist notions of research 
field and validity and the rejection of an propagated dichotomy of the two methods, by which we 
align our research (Newman, Benz, 1998, p. 48). 
Benefits of this approach
Many benefits can be derived from our mix of research methods. In our project we aim to benefit 
from the discovery of issues through qualitative open strategies and their confirmation with a more 
quantitative method. Furthermore, we investigate higher number of answers and thus the diversity 
of perspectives, the perspectives from the email interview might not be as elaborate as answers from 
the face-to-face interviews, but we can use the more elaborate answers to illustrate, explain and 
contextualize the findings from the email interview.
The use of mixed methods also works as an instrument developing our questions for the email 
interview from the quality of the answers derived from the questions when initially conducted in the 
face-to-face interview (Bryman, 2008, p. 609). When investigating this issue, we are trying to be 
very open-minded even though we are not so familiarized with this area in relation to theory when 
starting out. We did not know what theorists have written on this topic before we engaged in this 
project. We ourselves are faced with the same issues that are investigated in the project. 
We hope to achieve greater familiarity or grounding from our methodology and its active practice. 
We have engaged in some activities in order to validate and understand our findings, improve our 
data collection and delimit the role of the biased interviewer. Some of the activities we made use of 
are synchronizing interview technique and the field notes. These, and more activities, will be 
presented and described further on as they came up in our research process.  
The form of the interviews
Interviews may, according to Denzin, be classified by their degree of structuring or standardisation 
(Denzin, 1989, p.103). Our type of interview should support the interviewee in making implicit 
thoughts explicit so that we can interpret and analyse them (Flick, 2009, p. 157). It can be described 
as a “creative interview” wherein the interviewer and interviewee get a chance to share life-
experiences and in that way reveal the subjective theories of the respondent (Denzin, 1989, p. 103); 
(Flick, 2009, p. 156). 
This degree of structure fits to the description of the unstructured schedule interview, as described 
by Denzin. But the goal of the semi-structured interview also fits to our goal and research process. 
The semi-structured interview is a case-oriented sampling strategy acting towards the reconstruction 
of subjective viewpoints (Flick, 2009, p. 161 ), (Denzin, 1989, p. 105-106). So how we will devise 
the face-to-face interviews and the email interviews can be a merge of the two. 
The aim of the unstructured schedule interview is for the most “exploratory” work to extract 
knowledge on specific points following an interview guide that is set up beforehand by the 
researchers, the guide we followed is presented in the gathering of data chapter. In the unstructured 
schedule interview it is emphasised that the language of the interview needs to be the same as of the 
interviewee. Here there is also an awareness that all subjects have “unique ways of defining their 
world”, much in accordance with our epistemological standpoint of symbolic interactionism 
(Denzin, 1989, p. 105). Another point in this form is that there is no correct way of asking the 
questions, that it is determined by the interviewees willingness to take up a topic we offer. That will 
give us the opportunity to reveal new knowledge outside of our interview guide. 
A third point here is that “through careful study of respondents and selection and training of 
interviewers, the necessary skills can be achieved to tailor the questions and their sequence so that 
equivalence of meaning is obtained for all respondents” (Denzin, 1989, p. 106). So we attempt to 
expose all of our respondents to the same stimuli, the same context but the order of the questions 
can be changed if needed to (Denzin, 1989, p. 106).  The questions we asked the respondents both 
in the face-to-face- and email interview will follow further down in the sub chapters by the same 
name.
A problem which can arise in an interview, it being an instance of interaction, are the rules of 
etiquette because they vary from person to person (Denzin, 1989, p. 103). However, we believe we 
have good preconditions of having the same rules of etiquette as the students at RUC, given we are 
almost the same age and are taking an education at the same university; the same environment. We 
got closer to the basis of the interview, which is talk, than we believe we would have been able to if 
it took place with an “outsider” so to say (Denzin, 1989, p. 103).   
The analytical strategy
We should be aware that our choice of qualitative content analysis on our data fits the method for 
gathering data, here we could have employed different analysis strategies, for both of our methods, 
the choice of these strategies shall emphasize an easy comparison to apply between the two 
methods. We stay in the realm of subjective viewpoints, but conclusively the type of data will differ 
with the different methods, so we could have chosen to make use of different sorts of data analysis, 
and an asymmetrical comparison of these. 
In general a new line of thought within interactionism, in its broad sense, have been inspired by 
post-modernist thought, it stresses our methodological and theoretical approaches to both the 
relevance of our research questions but also on our approach to answer it. Denzin describes the new 
strand like this; “the production, distribution, consumption, and exchange of cultural objects and 
their meaning; the textual analysis of theses objects, their meanings and the practices that surround 
them; and the study of lived cultures and lived experiences which are shaped by the cultural 
meanings that circulate in everyday life” (Atkinson and Housley, 2003, p. 31-32). It is these aspects 
of sociological inquiry we will stress in our research and we hope to reach an evaluation/description 
by a focus on subjective viewpoints in a face-to-face relation and in solitude through the 
quantitative interview sent by e-mail.
It is by the likeliness of the results from our analytical procedures that we perhaps can present 
generalizable pattern in answers, thus making a contribution to the general discussion of education 
and happiness and the current mentality of the educated youth. It is by the appearance of “typical” 
answers, quantifiably vivid, our mixing of methods and combination of quality and quantity 
validation aims, that our research reaches applicability and good criteria for a survey representing 
an unexplored reality. It is by the mismatch of results that one can theorize why such a divergence 
in findings might occur, thus also contributing to the elaboration of the issue, deriving more 
possible explanations for the multiplicity within answers.
Qualitative content analysis
We have chosen qualitative content analysis to interpret and give meaning to our data, because 
qualitative content analysis allows us to investigate the data in a systematic, flexible and text-
delimiting way (Schreier, 2012, p. 3), where the researcher analyses meanings in relation to certain 
aspects (Schreier, 2012, p. 54), in our project these aspects are elaborated on in the problem area 
and theoretical chapters, but mostly directed by dimensions within the research questions. We 
employ qualitative content analysis to decipher meanings we cannot apprehend as easy, fast or 
scientific as if for instance we had analysed the discourse of a friend through our everyday human 
intuition. Qualitative content analysis varies from other data analytical procedures as it works to 
delimit the data and truncate the issues unnecessary to the research questions.
Successful use of qualitative content analysis must attribute ones findings to validity and reliability 
criteria, especially consistency, which means that the coders in our research negotiate the tenors of 
the coding frames and do this more than once, the more the coders can agree and does not have to 
alter the initial meanings from first coding, the greater consistency within the unravelled latent 
meanings of the text is evident and reliable (Schreier, 2012, p.19). The coding frame is an 
structuring of dimensions subsuming main categories which subsumes subcategories, which all are 
related to the concepts of the research questions (Schreier, 2012, p.80), it is employed to structure 
the analysis and thereby answer our research questions (Schreier, 2012, p.68). The subcategories 
have to be constructed towards a clear mutually exclusion of each other so one unit of the coding 
procedure distinctively can be attributed to one subcategory. 
The unit of coding can be coded towards different meanings, giving these relevance in the mosaic 
of some dimensions within the coding frame, thus one can assign the same code unit, but with 
various meanings, to other subcategories (Schreier, 2012, p.132). The main categories have to be 
unidimensional in the sense that they only reveal one key point or aspect of the material, thus 
filtering the latter (Schreier, 2012, p.78). In qualitative content analysis the quality criteria of the 
analysis, stresses the coding frame's function to compress and reach similarity to the data, 
furthermore that the categories developed fits the concepts of our research question.
Developing the coding frame in qualitative content analysis can partly be derived from ones’ data 
analysis and by applying standardized codes and theories for a clearer, theoretical definition of 
codes. We will not apply any of the former but instead fuse the concepts from our research 
questions with the categories derived from the specific content of the data to create our more 
abstract, inductive and data-driven coding frame (Schreier, 2012, p. 7), which is in concert with our 
intended level of generalizability of findings, which aims to describe and explore, hopefully 
something new (Schreier, 2012, p. 85). This coding frame must be sensitive to concrete information 
in the data and abstract enough so we do not exclude relevant categories. But in the effort to fill the 
categories from the data into the coding frame, some of the nuances of the data usually does not 
percolate through the filter of comparison. To compare different cases in qualitative content analysis 
one thus have to discards peculiarities from the individual concepts and statements. This is positive 
because it allows a comparison of cases within the developed categories and make a stronger 
aggregate analysis by deriving the most essential and genuine information from the data but also 
negative because the case sensitivity diminishes (Schreier, 2012, p. 8). We hereby hope to develop 
some core themes under which the ranges of specific issues gets delimited as specific but also as 
least as possible so we do not discard peculiar findings, thus assuring our paralogical validity claim, 
keeping the undecidable new findings intact, as suggested by Patti Lather (1993) (Newman and 
Benz, 1998, p. 47).
When we go from specific text, towards a concept, to be subsumed within a category, that fits our 
coding framework which connects our data with our research questions, we will both take 
frequency measures and non-frequency measures into consideration, as both the unique, surprising 
statement shall be taken into account as well as repeated statements. One important validity aim in 
qualitative content analysis in relation to frequency is to ”exhaust” the text such as all meanings 
relevant to our research questions can be bundled into subcategories, which also have to be 
saturated with specific data and be used in the analysis if one is to invent them (Schreier, 2012, p. 
77). This comes naturally in our project as our coding framework is data-driven and inductive, thus 
we do not create subcategories from concepts but we explore them within the data (Schreier, 2012, 
p. 77).
Extrapolating the latent meaning of a text is the goal of qualitative content analysis. To do this as 
coders we must draw in the contextual settings which is also data (Schreier, 2012 p.22), such as the 
atmosphere when conducting the interview and knowledge about the creator and interpreter of the 
discourse, thereby we can compare form with content which substantiate a deeper interpretation 
(Schreier, 2012 p.15).  For this we use our field notes and memory. It is important to emphasize that 
differing coders can have differing analytical emphasis (Schreier, 2012 p.21) and we shall therefore 
be very much aware that through our interpretation and selection we are co-producers of our 
findings (Schreier, 2012 p.23).
In the segmentation of the different units of coding we employ what is referred to as the formal 
criteria, emphasizing that one decides the end and start of a coding unit carrying content for 
analysis, through the structure of the text. In this projects the structure of the text is determined by 
our form of interview and thus we segment the coding units in relation to the question asked and 
when the answers of those stop to be relevant to our research question, cannot fit under a 
subcategory or evade the practical question, the segmentation is exercised (Schreier, 2012 p.134).
Gathering of data
Pilot face-to-face interview
As one of the instruments we have chosen, as a part of our mixing method, is the email interview. 
We had planned to conduct the email interview quite late in our working process, as it would be 
based on our face-to-face interviews. However we decided that it would be more giving to start out 
with a pilot test of our face-to-face interview, with a draft of the main questions we want to ask, to 
get responses not only to how we have constructed the face-to-face interview when it comes to 
length and language but to how the concepts and the way of thinking we want to lay out is received 
and understood.
We chose to conduct the pilot test in Copenhagen with random young students and not at RUC. We 
did so because we believe that the notion of happiness is in all humans and as long as we were still 
asking Danish students or students living in Denmark our wish to explore RUC students’ notions 
toward happiness would still be at count. We talked to three different people and got some feedback 
and learned a lot. It is very understandable why a pilot testing is one of the most important stages in 
the development of a survey instrument (Litwin, 1995, p. 60).
Of the three people we found, two were female and one male. The first female was in elementary 
school in 9th grade, the second was female and studying law on first year and the third was male and 
had finished his studies at RUC. First we sat outside at one of the main walking streets in 
Copenhagen where lots of people walk by and that is where we found the first girl. But we found 
that it was not so good to sit outside because we were disturbed by people walking by and we could 
not sit in a comfortable way. Therefore we went inside to sit at a café so that the surroundings 
would be more comfortable both to make us and the people we would talk to feel more relaxed and 
that worked much better.  
We started out with a short explanation of how we conceive happiness so that they would have a 
better chance of understanding where we were going. At the end we asked them to comment on our 
face-to-face interview and we immediately wrote down our thoughts when they were still fresh in 
mind. To do this we decided that two people was enough because then the two could reflect on the 
episode together and not to many would be sitting around and maybe making the people we talked 
to more nervous. 
Here follows the questions we had at that time with some specific comments for each of the 
respondents and some all-round comments made after the responses we got. The full replies will be 
available as appendix 1.
Pilot face-to-face interview text
> We define happiness as the main purpose of human life and a goal in itself. <
- Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
- Did you have a goal/dream in life before entering your education?
- Do you think your education will help you pursue this dream?
- Do you think the work market will help or delimit your chances of fulfilling your dream? 
- Have you met an official guide, study counsellor, teacher, principal inside the education system 
who helped you become more happy, either by taking care or suggesting you new paths that would 
help you to become happy? 
- Do you think the society is considering a higher education (like yours) to be prestigious?
- Did your parents suggest you to go to an academic education?
- Has your background contributed to your choice of education/future?
- How can people become happy if it is not the goal of the education?
- Why did you choose your study?
- How do you perceive happiness?
- How do you pursue happiness?
- Do you think you will be happy in ten years?
- Do you become more or less optimistic towards future happiness when watching news, reading a 
newspaper or listening radio? 
- Do you think that you can link happiness and education?
- Do you think that education contributes to your happiness?
- Do you think that we should link happiness and education?
- Are you happy?  
- Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
- What did you think of the survey?
Comments for pilot face-to-face interview 1a
This girl was in the 9th grade, and as an effect of that had some difficulties or could not answer 
some of the questions in details because she does not reflect on the same issues as a person in 
university would or at all since some of the questions were not made for one in elementary school. 
However, when we did decide to talk to her anyway that was because we wanted some immediate 
feedback on our face-to-face interview and that could come from many angles and it was more 
important for us to hear if the overall meaning of happiness could be understood and comprehended 
and not so much in regard to her education. Of course it was also important to get comments on the 
link between education and happiness but we felt we could get that from the next we would ask. 
The questions where there are no answers written are so because we chose not to ask those 
questions. 
Comments for pilot face-to-face interview 1b
This girl is in her 2nd semester in law school. At first she almost didn't have time to sit down and 
talk to us and she only did so because we said it would take 10 minutes. But when we first got 
started she got really into it and didn't mind staying longer than the agreed time, we talked some 
more beyond the interview questions about the project and she had many things she wanted to say.  
Comments for pilot face-to-face interview 1c
This guy had finished his studies at RUC and was now working. He also wanted to know how long 
it would take since he was working when we asked him. But even more than the first two he very 
quickly got interested in what we were asking him and ended up talking to us for half an hour. 
Pilot face-to-face interview notes
The pilot face-to-face interview was very valuable and we found out a lot of things that needs to 
be corrected and also how we shall proceed in our work.
All three people were happy to talk to us, they quickly got interested and were keen to explain their 
thoughts and feelings on the matter although it didn't seem like it was something they had thought a 
lot about before.
The length seemed to be all right - in this case it might be okay to have some more questions than 
one could usually get away with because people find this interesting and it is for the most about 
themselves and their own experiences and people in general like to talk about themselves. 
From talking to the first two we acknowledged our assumption that it is students at university level 
we need to talk to because as one mentioned you can not be sure if this is the right path when you 
have not yet started an higher education. We need to be more explicit in our questions or perhaps 
explain more in the beginning than we did, as we saw in the third face-to-face interview when he 
started talking about happiness in Tanzania. Our definition of happiness in the beginning was well 
perceived but perhaps some more guiding is needed so they have a better chance of answering. 
We made use of one of Denzin’s strategies of methods, namely the investigator triangulation. That 
would give us multiple perspectives on the given situation and also the possibility of proceeding 
with the “triangulation analysis” (Denzin, 1989, p. 245)
So the number of interviewers we had chosen, two, to conduct the face-to-face interview was good 
we could support and supplement each other but it would be better if we had had a tape recorder to 
get all that is said and to keep it more informal not having to sit and write down on a computer 
during. That will be possible when we proceed since that can easier take place at RUC and there are 
many quiet places available. 
The face-to-face Interview
With our new knowledge derived from the pilot face-to-face interview we have reconsidered how 
our research objective is best answered in a face-to-face interview. That is if it measures the areas it 
is meant to measure, for example from the pilot interview we learned that too many closed 
questions on the same topic does not work well. The respondents could get a little annoyed if they 
were asked something they felt they had already answered in a previous question. So we decided to 
make the questions more open and in that way only ask some of the questions if they had not 
already come up (Denzin, 1989, p. 107). 
To make sure that we asked the questions in the right way, not to narrow, we went out and asked a 
cand. soc. - our supervisor Line Thorup at Roskilde University. We did so because we did not need 
an expert in the field of happiness and/or education, we needed some advice in if and how our 
questions in the best way would give us access to the material we needed. And for that a cand. soc. 
would be of a good help.
We found out that the questions we had were too closed up. We needed the questions to be more 
open, because we are interested in the subjects knowledge and opinions in a broader perspective 
that gives them the opportunity to lead the conversation and not so much as a focused interview 
where all is planned and written down in advance, in other words we needed space to probe with the 
students. Also, we wanted some of the questions to be indirectly related to the area of happiness and 
education instead of asking directly, in order to give our interviewees the opportunity to express 
themselves as broadly as possible, without suggesting concrete responses. That was done in relation 
to the UN survey on happiness, we wanted to work out some categories within the dimensions of 
income, education and psychological experience proposed by the UN (UNa; 2013, p. 4). 
Another thing we did differently now was the introduction text. The students we interviewed in the 
pilot face-to-face interview asked for more information about our project and we agreed that it was 
important to introduce the interviewees more thoroughly to our project, so that they know what it is 
about. There would then be a higher chance that the questions have been understood in the way we 
mean for them providing, us with data that can better answer our research questions.  
Additionally we did an exercise of interview training (Flick, 2009, p. 172). Two sat down, one 
interviewed the other, while the rest observed. It was a good exercise, it made us all more relaxed 
and we had a chance to “see” what was going to happen and evaluate it together afterwards 
commenting on it. We saw that the researcher doing the interview could say “okay” as a way of 
agreeing but the interviewee would take it as a sign to stop talking. Just an example of how different 
two people can understand what is being said. It was also a test of our technological equipment, 
since it would be a bad start on an interview having technical problems.
Before doing interviews in order to secure the biggest probability of synchronized face-to-face 
interview techniques, assuming less interview bias, we made sure that all were following the same 
prescriptions of the role of a splendid interviewer as suggested by Kvale (1996), stressing attitudes 
such as knowledge ability, clarity, sensitivity, gentleness, steering (and not steering!), openness, 
balance, interpretation and ethical sensitivity (Bryman, 2008, p. 445). We made sure that all 
understood and employed these notions in their interview technique because ”the idea behind 
objectivity is to obtain data and findings that are independent of the researcher” (Schreier, 2012, p. 22).
Some of the questions start with one question, for example the first one “Did you have a dream 
before entering RUC?” that can be answered with a yes or no or the student can choose to elaborate 
because we asked that of them in the introduction. However if they did not, we had a probing 
question clear, if they replied, “yes”, which was; “can we hear it?”
The same with the final question we would start by only asking the first part “How would you 
describe the way you feel right now?” being aware that it is broad and up to the individual, that is it 
can be answered in many ways. Some would give us an answer and some would ask, what we 
meant by it, where we would say “Would you consider yourself happy?” Again some would ask us 
again and we could explain some more or simply say that it was up to them to choose how to 
answer it. That would be up to the interviewer in the situation to decide (Flick, 2009, p.171).
And by doing that we came up with a proposal of 6 questions, which are presented below.
Face-to-face Interview text
Introduction text:
We are writing a study about what students expect to get out of the education here at RUC and 
how they feel about it. This interview is for the 2nd semester project and your answers will be for 
our use only. We have 6 short questions we would like to ask. If something seems unclear, please 
feel free to let us know.
- Did you have a dream before entering RUC? Can we hear it?
- Could you please describe your feelings towards future, when following media? Do they change 
when you hear the news?
- What do you expect to get out from your education?
- How do you think that the future society will provide a framework for you and others?
- Did you think about becoming happy when deciding upon your education? - In what ways?
– How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
–
The full interviews can be seen in appendix 4-5
Field notes
To note is to make impressions which can contribute to the analysis of data. In our field notes we 
noted contextual settings, atmosphere, impression of the interviewee, the emphasis of certain 
statements, turn-taking, pauses, hesitations but also evasion of certain issues. We also remembered 
to note a more confessional part paying attention to the interviewees positive or negative influence 
on the interviewee, for instance when being abrupt, probing too much or too little. What we paid the 
most attention to was what was new to us, what did the interviewee mention which was not 
mentioned before and was this dramaturgically vivid in the discourse. 
- example of field notes: 
“She was relaxed and confident but unsure about the questions. She did not seem certain of what 
she would like to do after she graduates. Because of this uncertainty, she kept saying that she was 
very open-minded and that she would work with anything. She did not have a specific profession in 
mind. She did not understand the questions the first time we asked her and we had to explain them 
to her. We can note that she was stressed at the time we did the interview because she said she was 
having problems with some theories she was reading. So the uncertainty in her answers might also 
have been affected by stress, and she seemed slightly absent-minded during parts of the interview.”
And: “ We (the interviewer and interviewee) exchanged life experiences. That was done to reach a 
better understanding of ourselves and of our life-world (Denzin, 1989, p. 103) For us that was a 
good tool because we also are a part of the social world at RUC and therefore the interviewee might 
make good use of our experiences and in that way open up for their more implicit knowledge”.   
And: “In one of the face-to-face interviews. When we asked “How would you describe the way you 
feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?” the student changed the topic. First he asked 
whether we meant happy about his life or in general where we said we meant in general. “With my 
life?” he repeated and we said yes. He then said he thought he was doing pretty well but that he 
would like to talk about his education. Why the change in topic we ponder? It seemed he was 
uncertain about explaining his feelings without setting them in connection to something else, here 
his education. We think that shows how seldom it is that young people talk about how they feel, if 
they are happy or not, if they cannot even answer how they feel right now. Then he said he liked to 
be pushed, that that was something that made him happy in regards to his education. This was 
something new for us, we had not heard that from the others. We did however experience the 
change in topic when the “are you happy now?” question came up several times. It could also be 
because it is a sensitive and personal question and the respondents might not want to reveal too 
much about themselves to us and then it makes it more neutral to talk about how they feel about 
education.”      
Qualitative processing of the face-to-face interviews
After the face-to-face interviews we needed a validation of the different answers that the 
respondents gave. To validate that a respondent's answer to a question was not just stray thoughts 
and that the few sentences we have used as our bigger coding units, we decided to count the number 
of times that smaller coding units were used throughout the answers. As an example we have 
validated the sentence; “...in my opinion the future is just so uncertain.”, by counting out that the 
respondent used the words; certain/uncertain 2 times and future/hope 11 times. In total during their 
answers. By doing this we validate our use of this sentence by proving that this sentence is central 
to the whole of the respondents answers.
After counting all the smaller relevant coding units we put them into bigger categories. And after a 
reflection on the answers as a whole analytical unit, we made three categories and a miscellaneous 
category, which coincidentally also gained relevance as a main category. Also coincidentally the 
three main categories all had the same sum of overall answers in them, this however being 
qualitative units of analysis this order does not scientifically prove anything but could maybe still 
support our choice of categories.
The resulting spreadsheet can be seen as appendix 2.
Transcription
When transcribing the recorded data we chose to transcribe all of it. Even though as suggested by 
Strauss one should only transcribe “as much and only as exactly as is required by the research 
questions” (Flick, 2009, p. 300). But our interviews were not very long so it did not require too 
much time. We wanted to explore the subjects’ knowledge by analysing the content of the 
conversations, and even though the goal is to reduce text, we needed the full text for interpreting it 
and therefore we did not want to delete any of it at the first step (Flick, 2009, p. 323). 
Reflection on transcripts
When sitting down with all the transcriptions it became clear that there had been opportunities 
where we, when looking at it in retrospect, would have liked to probe. Here we are aware of the 
possibility of going back to the interviewee to continue the talk until we get all the answers we need 
as Denzin suggested it (Denzin, 1989, p. 109). But it was only after, when looking at all the 
transcriptions that it became evident that there were more possibilities for probing and asking 
additional questions. It was not something that we had planned for and we had therefore not asked 
the interviewees if they would agree to talk to us a second or even a third time. However the data 
was plenty and so it was not necessary, for moving forward towards our research goal, to get in 
touch with the interviewees again.     
Something that came to our attention when looking at the answers was that the word “media” was 
to loaded. What we were looking for were the students’ thoughts of what they actually heard in the 
news. If they felt better or worse, more positive or negative towards their future or present life when 
listening to it. But what we can see from the transcripts, what seems to be general, is that they came 
to answer more about, if they were more or less aware of, that the media influences them. The word 
“media”, even in a country with relatively unrestricted liberty of expression, gives rise to thought 
about propaganda and hidden agendas and that was not what we wanted to start a talk about, we 
wanted to hear how they felt when listening to these things in the media. So that question was 
changed. 
We could see that they changed subject, when we asked them if they were happy now, to for 
example education and their happiness about that. Maybe they felt uncomfortable when asked about 
their happiness. 
Unit coding
Here we will explain how we did the small unit coding of the interview. As described in our 
 Qualitative content analysis chapter, there are different kinds of coding units, ranging from whole 
part of an answer through sentences, and down to the smallest unit that will still transfer meaning. 
In this project we have used single words, or groups of words of somewhat similar contextual 
meaning, as our smallest units of coding. Because single words by definition lose most part of their 
contextual meaning, we have chosen that instead of using them by themselves, we use them to 
quantitatively support the sentences chosen for our analysis, e.g. as to prove that Happiness is not 
just a word once mentioned, which we build a whole analysis upon.
The resulting spreadsheet can be seen as appendix 2.
Feeling:
A category of feeling, not unit’s to feel about.
e.g. happiness being a feeling and University a unit to be felt about.
Including the units:
Feeling, Future/hope, Certain/uncertainty, Interest(ing), Opinion, Expect(ation), Open(-minded) 
and Happiness/happy.
University:
A category including unit’s concerned with university.
e.g. project being concerned with study life at a university
Including the units:
University, Education, Student(s), Project, School/university, Learn(ing), Graduate/graduation and 
Tool(s)/skills.
Society/Media:
The way in which individuals think of themselves using ”media” especially new media (wearable 
computers). Medium is the message; transformation of society exist in close connection to the 
technological development of media.
e.g. Security something that is managed by society and displayed in the media.
Including the units:
Society, Financial crisis, News, Job(market)/work, Company/organisation, Security/secure/health, 
Fair, Politics/politicians/political.
Choosing/ Miscellaneous:
A miscellaneous category that contains what we initially did not fit into the other categories, 
however after a discussion on these we found that all coding units within this category fitted on the 
action of choice, factors around the action of choice or in the case of sacrifice the an extremity of 
choice.
e.g. Life being choice because its opposite death is the absence of choice.
Including the units:
Option/opportunities/possibilities, Responsible, Pressure/push, Sacrifice, Choose/choice/free, 
Encourage, life.
In changing the questions from the face to face interviews into new email questions these different 
categories were used in the shaping of the new questions. Having done this it would be self-
fulfilling to repeat the exercise of counting single words, but much less giving as a final result. 
Instead we counted total use of coding units from the old categories that showed that the different 
coding units again had been used relatively much in the answers, but did not show what respondents 
specifically used one word more times than any other.
Instead of this last approach we chose to make whole sentences as our smallest coding unit and put 
these into categories instead.
The email interviews
How we proceeded
Presented below is the interview we send out to RUC students via mail. In part two, question 
number 3, is similar to question number 2 in the face-to-face interview. But the word media has 
been removed and replaced with; TV, Radio and newspaper. Because the word media was to loaded 
whereas the others are more neutral.
As for the question about the way they feel right now, if they consider themselves happy, it is left 
the same. We are in the belief that with a different method we might get a different answer out of it. 
It is an important question that also is very sensitive. So perhaps in the privacy and anonymity of 
their own home the students will provide us with more open and or honest answers.
The introduction text was rewritten. Since the face-to-face relation is removed it was even more 
important that the introduction text was clear. And since we now could not probe in the actual 
response process we added the comment that they could “write concrete examples”. Also we 
decided they should have the option of replying in Danish. It would require longer time to translate 
but it might also give us more data due to us theorising that Danes would have a higher chance of 
answering if they could do it in Danish. and when we are applying convenience sampling it could 
be decided ad hoc if the different replies needed translation (Bryman, 2008, p. 458 - 459). 
The email interview we sent out is presented below.
The Full email interviews can be seen in appendix 3
Email interview text
We are writing a study about what students expect to get out of the education here at RUC and 
how they feel about it, and so we are very interested in hearing your opinion!
This interview is for our 2nd semester project and your answers will be treated confidentially.
We have made this in English, but if you want to feel free to answer in Danish.
If you want to, feel free to elaborate your answers and write concrete examples.
Part 1
Name:
Semester:
Study line:
Part 2
1 - Did you have a dream before entering RUC?
2 - Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples’ 
happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
3 - What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching TV, listening to the radio or 
reading a newspaper?
4 - Is your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your 
education?
5 - What do you expect to get out of your education?
6 - Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
7 - How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
Analysis
Building the coding frame
We went about building the frame for our analysis by breaking the text down from the first of our 
two sources, the face-to-face interviews, according to topics. We decided on the topics based on our 
research questions and the tenors of the data, which is called the data-driven way of building a 
coding framework (Schreier, 2012, p. 84), which according to Margrit Schreier is especially 
relevant when one wants to describe the material in-depth (Schreier, 2012, p. 87). This coding 
framework can only be partly driven by the data, as the dimensions set up for the categories, are 
pre-determined by the research question (Schreier, 2012, p. 87) . What is said in these main 
categories, we cannot anticipate, and that is where we need the data-driven strategy; to capture 
those details.              
To summarize the text we chose the method of paraphrasing suggested by Mayring (1983), which 
we did twice for each of the face-to-face interviews, the second reduction gave us the opportunity to 
bundle our similar and now more concrete paraphrases or units of coding, delete those with mere 
repetitions and sometimes we needed to implement our own theoretical assumptions to specify the 
real content of paraphrases and the interviewees intentions (Flick, 2009, p. 325). Then, as we moved 
from the first to the second interview we fitted the coding and paraphrases from the second source 
to the initial coding frame and our categories developed from the first form of interview, and in this 
manner we proceed interview by interview.
Subcategories emerged as we saw different typologies of answers within our main categories, which 
also were gradually revisited. For instance we had a category called “society needs to change” , and 
two sub categories within it called “trust in decision-makers to make change” and “uncertainty that 
things will change to the better, no trust in decision makers ” and “very uncertain about the future 
outlook”. The dimension for these categories was “subjective theories on future outlook”. The 
dimensions and thus the coding framework, we have derived from analysis of the data, making it 
grounded and exploratory, but also from the research questions thus ensuring that we make 
relevance of the analytical units to our research subject. The questions employed in the interview 
shaped our dimensions the most, because the interviewee already answered within a dimension 
summed up by the question asked. 
The dimensions within our coding framework, were firstly framed through the first five face-to-face 
interviews, which were rich in data and both binaries, comparable codes, exceptions and 
contradictions. After having done the coding frame we revised it against the original material, and 
coded the email answers. We found that our dimensions were to be a little extended so as they could 
include all the relevant segments of the answers from the emails in relation to our research 
questions. Of our dimensions, main categories and some of the sub categories, not all are displayed 
here, because the personal concepts were so manifold and diverse that we will rather present them 
to our reader in a summarizing and generalizing text. 
After the categories you will note a number written in brackets, this indicates how many times this 
concept has been brought up and mentioned by the respondents. For example, in the “Dreams” 
dimension, the majority of the respondents did not have a specific dream, and in the “Satisfaction 
with education”, most respondents were satisfied with their education. 
Here we are presenting six dimensions with main categories and for the dimensions with more 
complexity there are sub categories.  Our dimensions were distilled as follows:
                            
Dimension: Dreams
This dimension covers the dreams a respondent has had before entering RUC and any dreams, plans 
or hopes for a particular outcome, they might have now. We wanted to find out whether they had a 
specific plan about what they would do after graduating. 
•     Main category: No specific dream (11)
“I never planned to work with one specific thing only, so if I cannot find a job in this field, I will 
find something else.”
“I was very unsure of what I wanted before entering RUC”.
“No, I don’t think so”.
                      
•    Main category: Specific dream (6)
“I wanted to work in Africa”.
“Yes, and I am still pursuing it”.
               
Dimension: Satisfaction with education
 
Covers the respondents evaluation of their self-suggested aspects to which they attribute meaning 
within their education. 
The aspects are self-suggested because the question revealing this question was left open to the 
interpretation of the respondents. 
• Main category: Happy with studies (9)
“I am satisfied in general”.
“There's always room for improvement, but generally yes”.
Sub category: Project work (1)
“...loved the project work.”
Sub category: Interests in the studies (8)
“I didn't choose my education because of some rational thoughts that this is what society needs or 
here's a secure job or things like that, I took it because it was interesting for me”.
• Main category: Not happy with studies (2)
“And when everyone you know is studying all kinds of different things that can be a horrible kind of  
pressure”.
Sub category: Does not seem to want to study at all (1)
“No. But I don't think I would be more happy another place ... so I guess I’m fine”.
      
 Sub category: Not satisfied with the teaching (1)
“I feel like you can take an entire semester here, and then in the end say “what did I actually 
learn”.
Sub category: Self study (1)
“I often becomes stressed and sad in intensive periods. The last years the education has not made 
me happy because periods with self-study time can become lonely, and then I miss fellow students.”  
Dimension: Why RUC?
Why the students chose to study at RUC. RUC is a university where you do not take a specific 
study line from the start, therefore this category is not about whether the respondents had specific 
dreams but rather covers the aspects our respondents mentioned when we asked what they expected 
to gain from their education.
• Main category: Possibilities. (5)
Subcategory: General interest in the project work and courses offered. (4)
                            
“I really liked the project group idea and the way the education is formulated in that way.”
Sub category: To get knowledge for the sake of knowledge. (6)
“Furthering my intellectual curiosity. Test ideas and thoughts at another level and in 
different way than I was used to”.
“...the education satisfied my need for knowledge...”
Sub category: Tools to fit into the job market. (10)
“Gained a lot of tools and became smarter, personal and social development”
“Gain tools and competences - and a job!”
Sub category: Get a job that will give them the dream life. (2)
“Education would give the dream life.”
Dimension: Subjective theories on future outlook
This dimension is about how the students feel about the future. Many of the respondents chose to 
put their answers in relation to themes such as the job market and the course of the welfare state. 
•         Main categories: Uncertainty towards future. We are interpreting “uncertainty” as a 
negative state of mind. (8)                                           
“...thus uncertainty to job-market and free jobs.”   
“Fear of graduating and the career opportunities.” 
“Future is pretty frightening at times”
“Our world-wide problems do not create a good framework for peoples happiness.”             
Sub category: Society needs to change (8)
“...negative toward future society, both the rest of the world and Denmark.”               
Sub category: Less trust in the job market, modest expectations to get a job of 
interest. (3)
“I don’t think that everyone will have the same opportunities because some people are very 
selective and picky.”
Sub category: Uncertainty that things will change to the better, no trust in 
decisions made by the government. (4)  
“More inequality between rich and poor in the future. The framework for the future society is bad, 
democratic values are diluted, people in society think egotistically, because of previous liberal 
policies.”
•          Main category: Positive towards the future (11)
             
Sub category: Trust in decision-makers to make change (9) 
                                                                                                                             
                                    
             
“I think that the future society will provide a good framework for people’s happiness”.
“I think it (society) will always develop into something better.”
Sub category: Trust in job market (3)
“I think people will be able to find work.”
• Dimension: Feelings towards news and media 
Here we mean if the students are aware that they are being influenced by the media and the news or 
not, and additionally how they feel when they see these news. 
• Main category: Influenced    
Sub category: Thinks the media is portraying the situation as it is even if they 
are exaggerating sometime(3) 
“Many news makes me sad, many sad news in general, but they are necessary because of the issues 
they focus on.”
Subcategory: Feeling bad. Frustration, insecurity, afraid. (5)
                       
“Media makes you uncalm”
“It’s sad that people like misery news.”
• Main category: Not Influenced
Sub category: Awareness of media’s role (4)
“Awareness of medias role; not portraying good news mainly bad”
Sub category: The news does not awake any feelings even if they exaggerate 
(3)
“Neutral about media, no feelings”
 “I think the media is exaggerating the situation and makes it far worse that it is in reality”. 
“...the world outside TV is a happy place.”
Dimension: Current emotional state
How the students described their feelings at the moment of the interview. We asked them if they felt 
happy. When asked whether they felt happy, many of the students changed the subject and said they 
wanted to talk about their education instead so their feelings about happiness and education evolved 
into a separate dimension. 
•     Main category:  Emotional state
Sub category: Very happy (10)
“Yes I am very happy.”
Sub category: Happy sometimes (7)
“I'm very happy when I'm in the library”
Sub category: Stressed (3)
“Stressed and happy at the same time…” 
Sub category: Unhappy (1)
“I am not happy at the moment”
• Main category: Could not answer because there was need for a more thorough explanation 
of what we meant by “happy” in our question. (3)
“One shall define the word happiness to understand it”
“What is happiness, how can I, or you estimate other people’s happiness?”        
How we compared the data sets
A good example of how our data sets and methods for analysing them in a structural and 
discovering form, were successfully applied, was when we found a main category as for instance 
“society needs to change direction” within our coding framework derived from  the face-to-face 
interview, and we found the same main category to be filled by similar answers from the email 
interviews  but also many new subcategories to be enlisted under the latter. We found that our 
methods and different sets of data opened up many similarities and binary compositions such as the 
“society needs to change, the decisions makers will take care of this”, which were found in both 
data sets. A supplementary fact to note here is that in total, eight of our respondents declared in 
different manners and degrees the need for society to change direction.
Our analytical framework, the dimensions and main categories we derived from the first analysis of 
the face-to-face interviews, we did not have to re-edit our coding frame to exhibit a comparison to 
the e-mail derived data set, because of the similarity within the patterns of answers and general 
common concerns. Thus the building and evaluation of the coding frame was not troublesome. The 
comparison revealed many similar paraphrasing and codes to be fitted under pre-existing main 
categories and subcategories, it was therefore also easy to bundle the most relevant codes and 
concepts from our data segmentation.  Thus our second analysis of the e-mail interviews neither 
discovered new main categories or dimensions, but of course many subcategories and a varied 
composition of personal concepts and codes. We were not surprised that the results from the two 
methods had a very similar nature in how it was answered, as the questions nearly resembled each 
other, but we were surprised that the consistency in typologies of answers and our coding frame 
were validated from the first comparison. In the end before making the conclusion, we studied the 
data again and concluded that we did not need to revise our analysis or categories within the coding 
frame as the audit of the data and our analysis portrayed great consistency. The consistency within 
our findings was what surprised us the most. Some themes and categories were filled with personal 
codes from nearly every respondent.
                                                                        
Discussing the findings
Through our developing of dimensions and categories we realized that the interviewees responded 
to our two forms of interviews with almost the same wire of thinking, this will help us describe all 
the interviews together, and also describe the situation as a common situation, assuming that some 
common feelings are shared, in their shared reference group. 
Here we will confront the theories and concepts in use in our theory chapter with a discussion of the 
answers received throughout the process of data gathering.
With theories and the appurtenant concepts we will discuss the feelings that the participants have 
concerning their future happiness in relation to their education. We hereby make the reader 
acquainted with the way we employed our theoretical knowledge in our initial interpretations of the 
texts within the first step of our analytical procedure. To exemplify this personal and theoretical 
interpretation process, we analyse two interviewees answers to certain questions.  The first is a face-
to-face interview, and the second is an email interview.
So, when looking at the answers given by one of our participants in a face to face interview we 
discuss and interpret with our theories the answers as follows:
   When answering the first question of our interview, the interviewee said, “Because they had 
international development and I always wanted that, and health promotion strategies came along  
       because of the construction of the education.
In some sort I had an idea of what I wanted to do, but I was very open-minded. This was a tool, 
which you can use in many ways. If working with international development is not possible I could 
work with other things. I never planned to work with one specific thing only, so if I cannot find a 
job in this field, I will find something else”. By saying that she hopes to “gain tools which she can 
use in many ways, and that she can work with many different things” this shows that our respondent 
focuses on her long-term happiness, or the life satisfaction theory. And by this, according to what 
was mentioned  above in the Stryker theory of emotion in identity theory - positive emotions are 
generated when one has met the expectation and negative emotions are generated when one does 
not meet the expectation,  and this expectations build up the identity that one plays in society, from 
this we can say that the interviewee has built up the role of identity that she might play within the 
society through meeting the expectation by  “…international development and I always wanted 
that… This was a tool, which you can use in many ways”.
                 We could also look at the symbolic interactionism theory when it says - the everyday symbolic 
interactionism of an individual, is seen as a kind of organization, responding to factors - ‘social 
system, social structure, cultural, social norm, institutions, status positions, values, etc.’ which play 
upon the individuals, by this we could say that the interviewee  pre - determined what she wanted 
and she went for it in order to meet her prophecy “…Because they had international 
development…”
   In the second answer of the question: do you think that the future society will provide a good 
framework for you and other people happiness? The interviewee seemed consistent on her pre – 
determination and we can see it when she says: “…It will depend on who you are and where you 
are…”
We could also rely on Stryker when explaining what identity is - identity is designations that people 
make about themselves in relation to their location in the social structure and the roles that they play 
by virtue of this location. This might show that the location as well as the social structure plays a 
big role in one’s identity ” I think it will provide a good framework, with a lot of job opportunities. 
Despite the financial crisis I think people will be able to find work. It will depend on the politics 
and also depends very much on the person…”
We will also analyse the third answer utilizing Stryker’s theory. The interviewee in her third  answer 
said: “I think the media is exaggerating the situation and makes it far worse that it is in reality. 
Because Denmark is a welfare state and will take care of those who need it. When I hear the news I 
don’t feel affected and it doesn’t change my mind regarding finding as job”.
               This makes us reflect upon what Stryker says when arguing about integrating emotions on identity 
“when a role performance of a person and /or others are judged inadequate in light of normative 
expectation, cultural values, definitions of the situation, or identity not being socially asserted, 
negative emotional reaction mark this inadequacy”. 
So, the normative expectation which surrounds the issue of financial crisis is not affecting our 
interviewee’s identity, in other words her identity and /or expectation did not change because of the 
meaning society gives to certain situations. Thus she has a strong and self-consistent identity  which 
 is said to be particular important to happiness in individualistic countries Shui and Oishi (2002), 
(Perspectives on Psychological Science, Sagepub, Oishi & Graham).
   When we we asked the interviewee our fourth question, what she was expecting to get out from her 
education, she answered very precisely “I believe that it will provide me with many tools when I 
graduate and I am on the job market. I feel positive about the opportunities it will give me”.
                 Here again, it is evident that the respondent does not think in a hedonist way focusing on her short 
term happiness, rather, she places  focus on her long-term happiness by expressing her interest in 
getting an education which will benefit her in the long run, by making way to a job with a good 
income. The more the response of others match the expectations dictated by an identity standard, 
the identity standard defines what it means to be who one is in a situation, the more positive are 
the emotions experienced by the individual and greater their self –esteem “feel positive about the 
opportunities it will give me” so we could say that the interviewee has self- esteem in high level, 
which accord to Stryker means that the identity is also high, and the role of an individual will 
become more consistent to his/her own expectations “… it will provide me with many tools…”
     When we asked the interviewee to describe her feelings right now she said: “That’s a very difficult 
question. I think I am happy. I am grateful for what I have and I don’t regret on what I should have  
and I don’t have. I am very happy for my education at RUC.”
The answer to our final question has been similar for most respondents, showing  confusion and 
uncertainty about the exact meaning of the term happiness. This showed us that respondents have 
not explicitly thought about their happiness and therefore they were uncertain how to define their 
feelings. By saying “I am grateful for what I have and I don’t regret on what I should have and I 
don’t have”, this illustrates that the respondent does not think of happiness as a momentary feeling, 
but about satisfaction in general, and here again the respondent does not think in a hedonist way but 
her own perception of happiness is quite similar to the life satisfaction theory. The emotional state 
theory is not used to analyse the respondent’s answer, because she does not think of happiness in 
relation to her current emotions and moods, but looks at her life as a whole.
In the first question, we asked the respondent whether he/she had a dream before entering RUC. 
“I was very unsure of what I wanted before entering RUC. I just knew I loved social science and 
politics. My high school teacher in social science was a big inspiration to me and I think that had a 
lot to you with my choice. I guess you could say he made me happy in school.. Well at least I 
remember his classes as some of the best time in high school”. From this answer, we can note that 
the respondent does not think of long term happiness because he/she chose the education because of 
interest, and not because of practicality and job opportunities, unlike the respondent above which 
wanted an education with plenty of job options. 
In the second question the respondent was asked if he/she thinks that the future society will provide 
a good framework for people’s happiness. The answer was as follows: “I think so yeah. At least in 
an abstract sense. I would love to affect my co workers in a positive way. And hopefully I would get 
a job at some point where I can affect a large number of people in a positive way. Maybe make a 
system better or something. To put it into perspective. I couldn't imagine having a job where I had a  
negative effect in other people's happiness. That would go against my nature and ethic code”. We 
analysed this answer with the use of symbolic interactionism, the respondent is creating his identity 
through others, he emphasizes his interaction with other people and has a strong desire for 
positively  influencing others and perhaps making a change for the better. 
In the third question the respondents were asked if their feeling towards the future change when 
following the media. The respondent answered: “A bit of frustration since I’ll soon be entering the 
job market and it seems like I would have a hard time getting a job because I don't have a lot of 
student work. Actually I think most if the despair comes from fellow student. It seems like it’s on 
everybody's mind and I hear about how hard it is getting a job all the time in school. Sometimes I 
would prefer people to just ragas and focus on their school instead of worrying about the future. I 
think we put too much pressure in ourselves and each other worrying too much”. Here again, the 
respondent shows that he is strongly influenced by other people in his surroundings, and this is what 
we got from symbolic interactionism. This behaviour  is also represented in Stryker’s theory which 
says that the feedback we get from others builds our identity, and our respondent is affected  by his 
fellow students actions. In the last part of the answer, the respondent writes that people should not 
worry too much about the future and focus on the present instead. This perception corresponds to 
the hedonist theory of happiness, namely, that happiness consists of the pleasures of the moment. 
Here the respondent does not think of his long term happiness, but would rather enjoy the present 
situation. 
In the fourth question we asked respondents if their education was making them happy. “Well I'm 
starting my thesis next term and its really coming to an end. In a way it's easier to reflect in that 
I've gained from my education. I've grown a great deal as a person in these years both personally, 
socially and of course I've become smarter”. The respondent’s answer again corresponds with the 
symbolic interactionism theory, in saying that he has grown socially, he is illustrating that he was 
influenced by the people in his surrounding. By using Stryker’s identity theory, we discovered that 
the respondent is performing his identity role very well, which resulted in generating positive 
feelings. 
In the fifth question respondents were asked if they thought about becoming happy upon deciding 
on their education. “I’ve definitely seen happiness as important when I've studied. Actually there's 
both been moments of absolute joy and of absolute despair. I've been on top of the world and in the 
deepest darkest hole”. The respondent’s personal view of happiness corresponds with the emotional 
state theory, because he is saying that his feeling of happiness vary greatly, “I've been on top of the 
world and in the deepest darkest hole”, so his happiness is very much dependent on his current 
mood and not on his life as a whole.
Conclusion 
We are investigating the dispersal of subjective meanings in a group towards the issue of happiness. 
Our aim is to describe the relations, similarities and discrepancies among these.
We discovered many relevant opinions among RUC students and their general relation to happiness, 
society, the future and their education. Some expressed criticism towards RUC, others praised the 
educational practice,  but the majority  commented that their education contributed to their 
happiness. And from our work we have gotten the impression that the plurality of our sample 
suggested happiness and great contentment within their education. As it was our intention to find 
out which issues may lead the students to praise or criticize RUC, our findings have revealed 
something which we would like to make our readers familiar with, because as they are RUC 
teachers, they could somehow be interested in hearing the insiders critique and appraisals of their 
common institution. 
What do RUC students think of their education?
Primarily, our data analysis clearly shows that possibilities and openness are the most genuine 
issues measured by the individuals before entering RUC. These words were found in nearly all 
answers. The open structure of the education in our opinion clearly seems to correlate to the fact 
that the majority of our interviewees did not have a clear view of what they wanted to gain from 
their education when entering, some even point to a general confusion in the choice of education. 
They did not have a dream, but most of them chose a field of interest and benefited from the open 
structure and the many possibilities of choice at RUC, so they did not have to exclude themselves 
from interesting subjects with a too specific niche from the start. Only a couple of respondents 
positively linked their choice of RUC with the social project work, which can be said to be one of 
the main trademarks of RUC. Thus for the greatest part of our respondents (sixteen in total) the 
choice of RUC was quite pragmatic and for many less „passionate”. 
One here has to be aware that we as researchers now invent a certain discourse coming from our 
interpretation of the data and our respondents facial expressions, when answering in the interview 
situation. The argument to use the term „less passionate”, is that the most respondents had a very 
vague conception of what they wanted from and with their study and did not think explicitly of 
happiness when they made their decision. Neither did they have any creative dream, purpose or 
wish in relation to their education. Except from two persons, our respondents did not want to start 
any innovative projects helping others or „changing things”, but rather highlighted words such as 
tools and competences when asked to what they expect to achieve through their education. Some 
even  hoped to link their tools developed from education, to “fit into the job market” or “acquire the 
right tools for work”. 
Please take a look at the spreadsheet in our appendix, where we have counted the themes and words 
occurring in the text material. Here you will find that the job market is a quite widespread and 
repeated theme. Another perpetuated answer to this question was to gain a new level of critical 
thinking, or learning to function with others in a project or workplace.
A few respondents mentioned stressful workloads within certain time frames, for instance when 
doing project work but also when working alone. We had three respondents who stressed their 
dissatisfaction with the teachings, their intensity and their span. 
Contradictory to this point, we found mostly satisfied students, both in relation to their personal 
happiness, and happiness and satisfaction with their study. A good example of such positive notions 
emanating from the educationally content students, is evident in this reply: “happiness is subjective 
… RUC is free, therefore you can make your own happiness here”.
It should be noted that we did not directly ask why the respondents entered RUC, but that answers 
to this question amalgamated from the answers to the questions: Did you have a dream before 
entering RUC? Are you happy for your education? And: did you think of becoming happy before 
entering RUC?
In what ways is society affecting University students in relation to a happy life, and what are 
RUC students current expectations toward the future?
The media and the content of the media’s direct impact on the students can be said to be generalized 
in two spheres: one type of answers were declaring that media portrays reality worse than it is, thus 
galvanizing stress and ill prognosis towards the future among people. This group was either aware 
that media influenced them negatively or they saw media as exacerbating already bad news for a lot 
of people. For instance, a respondent summarized his answer like this: “Media= fear = irrational 
fear”.
The other group said that watching news and following media made them uncomfortable and 
uncertain about many things, such as global crises like poverty and environmental degradation, but 
much more recurrent themes in our data such as unemployment and welfare measures in Denmark 
proved to be of major concern for many respondents when thinking about the future. 
One could easily be aware of the negative impact of global crises and the many bad news, but still 
be positive towards the future. For instance, it was a matter of personal horizon  or  perspective how 
the question: “do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other 
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not”?, was answered. 
Many respondents initially thought of themselves and their fellow students, and next Denmark and 
the welfare system, which many found threatened because of policies and the current course of 
society. Which this paraphrasing spells out; more inequality between rich and poor in the future. 
The framework for the future society is bad, democratic values are diluted, people in society think 
egotistically because of previous liberal policies. “It’s a downturn for my and other people’s 
happiness.” But some also perspectivated the question to world wide problems, we had in total 
seven respondents elevating other people’s happiness to include most of the globe’s population and 
international risks.
A very evident pattern in our findings is the awareness of that “something needs to change”. This 
reveals a general concern for the path of our society, but the belief regarding the future outcomes; 
whether we can solve our problems or not, divides the opinions.  
Many have a general trust in society and politicians to solve our common issues, whereas others 
contrast this belief, by rather believing that decision-makers cannot solve our social issues, because 
they are not in sync with the demands of the population, thus few, but some, of the answers had 
connotative answers elaborating on the general democratic participatory decline portrayed by 
sociologists.   
A clear finding was the degree to which some respondents focused on the current financial crisis 
and especially the job market and its current state, as described by the media. One respondent even 
mentioned that in a way she did not want to finish her education because she feared to become 
unemployed. Others coped with their negative job market expectations, protecting themselves from 
their own expectations, by stating that other people should delimit their expectations to the quality 
of the job they would get when done studying. This clear emphasis on the job market was not 
directly related to happiness by our respondents, but one could clearly sense the concerns derived 
from the expectations of limited job-availability, which many people had. This concern towards the 
job market complemented an uncertainty towards the future:
“It seems like I would have a hard time getting a job because I don't have a lot of student work... I
think we put too much pressure on ourselves and each other worrying too much”.
One of the main issues we wanted to investigate was the general notion of whether people were 
positive or negative towards future outcomes. We have concluded that we found nine in general 
positive answers or optimists towards the future both in relation to themselves and others’ future, 
and six people being directly pessimistic towards the future. The last respondent answered that 
“happiness is subjective”. It should here be mentioned, that the pessimists mentioned more reasons 
to why they were anxious or “uncertain” towards the future, and their responses were generally 
longer. Additionally, two of the positive answers implemented that the future was bright “for 
Denmark at least”. So whether people are positive towards the future, depends on who and what 
dimensions they integrate in their calculations. Generally the most negative were those 
perspectivating their answer within a global horizon, or directly to the job market, or to other people 
(for instance the poor), and the positive were either self-declared optimists from the start, mostly 
relating future happiness to themselves, trusted politicians to solve genuine issues, or had subjective 
theories from which they judged the future outcome. For instance, one respondent had a personal 
assumption that society will always develop to something better because we were the ones creating 
it and we will always urge for something better. The respondent explained to us that right now we 
are in times of change, where global news give negative feelings, but the future would be better 
with more cohesive and inclusive societies. Another respondent vested his trust in a better future in 
the general empathy of humans, a third was positive because of the fact that people can make 
choices whatever happens.
What we have not been able to categorize were the many subjective theories on what happiness is 
and how it can be achieved. For instance, one wrote that in order to become happy in the future one 
had to lower expectations and “accept normality”. Another personal theory of happiness was that 
one cannot predict what will make people happy in the future, so one had to focus on the present.   
In our research question we asked: Do students think of happiness before, under or after 
education as explicitly important to them? - to find out how recurrent this theme was found in 
discourses and thoughts among RUC students.
We found out that most people were not thinking about happiness vividly before starting their 
education. Only one of the sixteen respondents said that she linked her choice of education with 
happiness before deciding which education to take. Two other respondents hypothesized that the 
notion of happiness might have been implicitly on their minds when deciding, but could not say that 
they deliberately thought of happiness as something important to them before starting at RUC. 
Thus, our findings show that happiness is a feeling which is not often linked to that of education, 
neither in our respondents thoughts about when deciding upon an education. It does not play a 
crucial role in ones imagination of what it is to study the chosen thing. Although our respondents 
had not thought much about happiness before we asked them, our study has shown that they 
actually have a healthy level of satisfaction within their education and that they feel happy. Thirteen 
out of our sixteen respondents claimed themselves happy in different degrees ranging from “happy 
but stressed”, “in general” to “very” , the others felt stressed because of their study and one felt 
directly melancholic. Some of the respondents further claimed themselves as both being happy and 
stressed at the same time. Here we shall imply a common sense assumption we as researchers share 
towards the level of happiness we found. We believe that it is a cultural taboo to answer the 
question “How are you doing” with “I feel miserable, stressed and with a general loss of meaning in 
my current situation”. We saw from our face-to-face interviews that some of our questions related to 
the pure feeling of happiness were evaded and excited a mild nervousness. Therefore we chose to 
employ an email interview, to ameliorate the bias in the answers, that the judging eyes of an 
inquisitive interviewer might pose.
We hoped to cover a sphere of happiness in relation to the dream question, because we linked the 
fulfilment of a wish to that of being more happy, we cannot discuss whether these implicitly thought 
of happiness more than others, but we can conclude a more general notion: entering RUC is a 
pragmatic choice, built on expectations to projects, open structures and a range of possibilities 
within choices. The RUC students we sampled, had few concrete evaluations of what they wanted, 
both before and after the education. Tools and competences to join a project, “fit into” the job 
market or create something socially in an organization or company, were the main themes 
occurring, when asked what the education shall provide. One can easily say this is in line with the 
quite practically, method oriented educational practice at RUC, but also very much in concert with 
the current educational paradigm, seeking to provide Denmark and EU with many knowledge based 
labour supplies for the private investment life, demanding if not more then at least a better educated 
work force. It has been quite intriguing to explore the official aims of our education and relate them 
to the students discourse of what they aim to get from their education. One can hypothesize that the 
economical macro structures, which according to Stavros Moutsios have bended the educational 
aims to only focus on market aims, have somehow had a direct impact on students when they 
mainly describe to us that their education shall provide them with “tools” and “competences”, 
words employed by nearly all our respondents, which quite fit the market oriented “employability” 
quality criteria of modern educations (Bilton, 2002, p. 265). One here must also take into account 
the anthropocentric aims which an educational paradigm could have within another dominant 
economical ideology than capitalism. We found other, but few expectations to what one hoped to 
gain from the chosen education, these were pointing, as earlier mentioned, to the development of 
critical thinking, “learning to learn”, and “self-actualization.” We found six answers which did not 
think of education as a means only to provide the tools for a job. It should be mentioned that we 
have not probed our respondents to explicate what exactly “tools” or “competences” means to them, 
but what can be said is that the words mostly occurred within a sentence mentioning a job or the job 
market.
Summing up 
According to our research, students at RUC do not deliberately connect happiness and education, 
only when asked directly some admit they might have thought about it but only implicitly when 
choosing their education. Only one had a dream before entering RUC and many had a general 
interest in the field of knowledge taught there.  What people in general expected to gain from their 
education was tools and competences for the job market. They chose RUC mostly because of 
openness and possibilities within the structure of the education. The students are generally satisfied 
with their education, they like the group work and find the academic content interesting but when 
they compare themselves to others whom at times might be studying more, they feel pressured.
People are satisfied with their education when they feel that they learn and progress, but 
discontented when the teachings, and level of encouragement from the other students is too low, 
which in effect demotivates them.
Most of our respondents were happy, but when asked upon how they saw our future society we met 
many concerns especially towards the job-market inside Denmark but also concerns about global 
problems. Half of them had positive outlooks towards the future, the other negative or uncertain 
outlooks, but whether positive or negative the multiplicity recognized a need to change the current 
trajectory of our society.   
Perspectivation
Instead of theorising with a “menu of happiness” we could have used a theory on how societal 
discourses affect people. It would be another angle that could open up for a deeper discussion on 
our research question about how society is affecting students and how that ultimately affects their 
happiness.   
One of the methods that could have been utilized in this project was doing a comparative study of 
RUC students and KU students which, as we believed, would have provided a broad picture of how 
their mentality, in relation to education and the feeling of happiness, differs according to the type of 
education they receive and the reasons they had for choosing it. The main goal of doing this 
comparison could have been to discover similarities and differences through findings and 
examining typologies in students’ responses. In that way it would have been possible to establish 
how RUC students differ from the ones who study at KU, when it comes to their perception of 
education, its impact on feeling satisfied and happy, and overall, of the future society. It could have 
been interesting to investigate whether the university that young people decide to enter and continue 
studying at, has any kind of effect on their expectations towards the future. Would one university 
make students more positive about their future than another, through offering a wide range of 
possibilities during academic education, or would it rather gather more positive people due to its 
reputation of better standards than ensure a better start off in the job market? Which university 
would provide a more positive attitude towards life and entering the job market after completing the 
higher education?
Or it could be interesting to do a comparative study between two of the faculties at RUC. In that 
way the discourses would in many ways be similar but there are differences between for example 
choosing to study tech-sam and hum-bas. This approach could reveal more about differences at 
RUC. Maybe students at tech-sam make their choice so that they better can fit into the job market 
after graduating and perhaps hum-bas choose more after interest because their line does not have 
very good possibilities for future jobs? 
We must also reflect upon what difference it would have made for our findings if we had not been 
international students and therefore not made the project in English. Because in the Danish 
language there is the difference between “glad” and “lykkelig”, where happy can be said to be a mix 
of the two. But the point is that in the Danish language “lykke” is something like 13 in the old scale 
of grades; almost impossible to reach. So if we had done the project in Danish we would have 
needed to structure it in another way, perhaps given the readers and respondents a predetermined 
frame how they should view happiness, or “glad” and “lykke”, but our wanting to get the 
respondents to define happiness on their own would have been much more complicated and there 
would have been need for a different research design to accomplish it.    
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Appendix 1
Pilot face-to-face interview 1a
Interviewer (I)
Respondent (R) 
> We define happiness as the main purpose of human life and a goal in itself. <
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
R: Yes
I: Did you have a goal/dream in life before entering your education?
(She is not in a higher education)
I: Do you think your education will help you pursue this dream?
R: Yes
I: Do you think the work market will help or delimit your chances of fulfilling your dream? 
R: I do not know
I: Have you met an official guide, study counselor, teacher, principal inside the education system 
who helped you become more happy, either by taking care or suggesting you new paths that would 
help you to become happy? 
R: No
I: Do you think the society is considering a higher education (like yours) to be prestigious?
R: Maybe
I: Did your parents suggest you to go to an academic education?
R: Yes
I: Has your background contributed to your choice of education/future?
R: Yes
I: How can people become happy if it is not the goal of the education?
R: Do not know
I: Why did you choose your study?
I: How do you perceive happiness?
R: To be around people I like and do things that I like.
I: How do you pursuit happiness?
I: Do you think you will be happy in 10 years?
R: Yes
I: Do you become more or less optimistic towards future happiness when watching news, reading 
a newspaper or listening radio? 
R: No
I: Do you think that you can link happiness and education?
R: Yes, because I would like to be a movie director, making movies and I think that I can that with 
education.
I: Do you think that education contributes to your happiness?
R: Yes, if you are studying things that you like.
I: Do you think that we should link happiness and education?
I: Are you happy?  
R: Yes   
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
I: What did you think of the survey?
R: The interview was fine, maybe I would answer differently if I had more time.
Pilot face-to-face interview 1b
Interviewer (I)
Respondent (R)  
> We define happiness as the main purpose of human life and a goal in itself. <
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of? 
R: Yes
I: Did you have a goal/dream in life before entering your education? 
R: To study this (law) or psychology.
I: Do you think your education will help you pursue this dream? 
R: Definitely
I: Do you think the work market will help or delimit your chances of fulfilling your dream?
R: It will help
I: Have you met an official guide, study counselor, teacher, principal inside the education system 
who helped you become more happy, either by taking care or suggesting you new paths that would 
help you to become happy?
R: No one has talked about that, it is more important that they can teach well. Happiness is bigger 
than education.
I: Do you think the society is considering a higher education like yours to be prestigious?
R: Yes but it has always been like that
I: Did your parents suggest you to go to an academic education? 
R: Yes but not which one.
I:Has your background contributed to your choice of education/future?
R: Yes
I: How can people become happy if it is not the goal of the education? 
R: They need to figure out what makes them happy, doing what you like to do.
I: Why did you choose your study? 
R: Interesting, career will be interesting
I: How do you perceive happiness? 
R: Don’t know
I: How do you pursuit happiness? 
R: Finishing education, acting keep hobbies in mind.
I: Do you think you will be happy in 10 years? 
R: Hope so.
I: Do you become more or less optimistic towards your future happiness when watching news, 
reading a newspaper or listening radio?
R: No it does not have anything to do with happiness.
I: Do you think that you can link happiness and education?
R: Yes but happiness is bigger, but if you like to travel then an education will make you happier.
I: Do you think that education contributes to your happiness?
R: Yes but not the only factor.
I: Do you think that we should link happiness and education?
R: Figure out what is important to you and do that. Not everybody links education to happiness.
I: Are you happy?   
R: Fairly happy, more when the sun comes.
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
R: Don’t know yet I am only in first year. I would like to travel more.
I: Do you think Danish students are generally more positive or negative towards their possibilities 
of achieving a happy future?
R: Danes are positive, you can what you want, many possibilities and security and resources.
I: What do you think of this survey?
R: Difficult to answer the questions. I would like to know what it is about. 
I: Would it be easier if you had more time?
R: Maybe it would be easier if I had more time.
Pilot face-to-face interview 1c
Interviewer (I)
Respondent (R)  
> We define happiness as the main purpose of human life and a goal in itself. <
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
R: Hard question I would say yes. There will always be a but. Like my job but it could be better. I 
accept that. Have a child is the best thing makes a big difference.
I: Did you have a goal/dream in life before entering your education?
R: No and yes. Live one day at a time, carpe diem. Don’t set big future goals. Happiness is not a 
goal in itself, its something that happens, you can look back at it. But you can't reach it by using 
your skills. You never know what will happen.
I: Do you think your education will help you pursue this dream?
R: No. The most important is the relations to family and friends and a little with god.
I: Do you think the work market will help or delimit your chances of fulfilling your dream?
R: Work is not what defines happiness you can be poor and happy. Good relations are important. In 
other countries with less welfare people are happy.
I: Have you met an official guide, study counselor, teacher, principal inside the education system 
who helped you become more happy, either by taking care or suggesting you new paths that would 
help you to become happy?
R: No
I: Do you think the society is considering a higher education (like yours) to be prestigious?
R: Yes, society puts a lot of effort to get people educated, that is good for the society.
I: Did your parents suggest you to go to an academic education?
R: No free to do whatever I wanted
I:Has your background contributed to your choice of education/future? 
R: Took education out of interest. Yes politically my father is politically active and I studied Global 
studies at ruc that is also political.
I: How can people become happy if it is not the goal of the education?
R: (Difficult, it took him a long time to answer) It would not make sense to set it as a goal. Its 
individually. It can contribute to a better life, that they can be proud of. Skills-that is a good feeling
I: Why did you choose your study?
R: Interest, not very important, did not spend a lot of time on it more on hobbies. Was in doubt. The 
teaching method was good.
I: How do you perceive happiness?
R: Safe and good relations.
I: How do you pursuit happiness?
R: By focusing on things that really important for me; family and friends. But it is not a goal.
I: Do you think you will be happy in 10 years? 
R: Don’t know. Hope so. Ten years ago yes.
I: Do you become more or less optimistic towards future happiness when watching news, reading 
a newspaper or listening radio?
R: Not more not less.
I: Do you think that you can link happiness and education? 
R: No. Difficult, example with Tanzania, people did not have an education but were happy when 
going to church. Difficult if you don’t have anything but you can be happy without education.
I: Do you think that education contributes to your happiness?
(see answer above)
I: Do you think that we should link happiness and education?
R: No
I: Are you happy?  
R: Yes   
I: Are you on the path in life you dreamed of?
R: In a way with family.
I: What did you think of the survey?
R: Difficult to link happiness and education. Denmark is happy because of wealth. An easy life not 
three jobs that is good.
Good that we defined happiness, but difficult for me.
I: Would it be easier if you had more time?
R: No
Respondent 1
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
jeg havde ikke en specifik drøm, men jeg havde og har nok mange drømme om alt muligt...
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples’ happiness?  - 
Why? - Why not?
Hvad er lykke, hvordan skal jeg eller I bedømme andre menneskers lykke?... jeg tror fremtidens samfund 
bliver endnu mere ulige og skællet mellem rig og fattig bliver større og større. Grundlæggende synes jeg at 
rammerne for fremtidens samfund er ret dårlige, fordi demokratiske værdier er udvandet og mange folk i 
samfundet tænker mere egoistisk efter liberalistisk politik er blevet ført i mange år. Det er nedtur for min og 
andre menneskers lykke.
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio or reading a 
newspaper?
Dårlig. Jeg har ikke TV og synes folk der ser meget TV tænker ret kedeligt. Når jeg tænker på at de fleste 
mennesker ser meget TV, så synes jeg fremtiden ser ret kedelig ud. Jeg lytter kun til musik eller hører 
radioprogrammer jeg får anbefalet eller som jeg ved at jeg synes tager nogle spændende emner op.
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your education? why?
Hvad er lykke? nogengange. nogengange ikke. jeg kan godt lide når jeg fordyber mig i projekter jeg finder 
interessante. jeg bliver meget træt af mit studie når jeg føler det handler for meget om karriere og produktion 
af produkter til samfundet. Der er rigtig mange plusser og minuser ved studiet, synes jeg.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
Viden og udvikling, inspiration, forståelse for akademia-verdenen og finde ud af om jeg kan se mig selv 
arbejde med noget som kan betale mad og husleje i fremtiden.
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon taking your education?
Nej. Det er et underligt spørgsmål, når man ikke har defineret lykke.
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
Ja. Det er et underligt spørgsmål, når man ikke har defineret lykke.
Respondent 2
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
Working in Africa ;)
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples’ happiness?  - 
Why? - Why not?
Yes, I think so. However, I think it is important to go abroad to experience other ways of interacting with 
other people, close relationship... It has ment a lot to me and my happiness, relationship to people that I've 
been in the Middle East, South America, Africa
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio or reading a 
newspaper?
LOVE
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your education? why?
Education at ruc: loved the project/teamworking, but I thought there was not enough teaching and that first 
year of ruc was easyer than last year of gymnasium.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
A job and self-realization, good colleagues, learn how to learn, be critical, learn how to be professional,
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon taking your education?
I couldn't image myself not studying, so I guess it makes me happy.. to develop, be challenged, and the 
student life - I like
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
HAHAH I'm just stressed. However, I'm very happy when I'm on the library, but outside, ouff, then I feel a 
bit melancolique, but it always happens to me in the study intense time period
Hej, jeg har gjort det meget hurtigt med stavefejl, men har ik så meget tid.. Håber I kan bruge det til noget

Respondent 3
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
I was very unsure of what I wanted before entering Ruc. I just knew I loved social science and 
politics. My high school teacher in social science was a big inspiration to me and I think that had a 
lot to you with my choice. I guess you could say he made me happy in school.. Well at least I 
remember his classes as some of the best time in high school
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples’ 
happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
I think so yeah. At least in an abstract sense. I would love to affect my co workers in a positive way. 
And hopefully I would get a job at some point where I can affect a large number op people in a 
positive way. Maybe make a system better or something. 
 To put it into perspective. I couldn't imagine having a job where I had a negative effect in other 
people's happiness. That would go against my nature and ethic code
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio or reading 
a newspaper?
A bit of frustration since ill soon be entering the job market and it seems like I would have a hard 
time getting a job because I don't have a lot of student work. Actually I think most if the despair 
comes from fellow student. It seems like its on every body's mind and I hear about how hard it is 
getting a job all the time in school. Sometimes I would prefer people to just ragas and focus on their 
school instead of worrying about the future. I think we put to much pressure in ourselves and each 
other worrying too much
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your 
education?
I an satisfied in general. I have a lot of critique but I also have a lot of positive things to say about 
Ruc. And I'll just leave it at that
What do you expect to get out of your education?
Well I'm starting my thesis next term and its really coming to an end. In a way it's easier to reflect in 
that I've gained from my education. I've grown a great deal as a person in these years both 
personally, socially and of course I've becomes smarter :) 
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
I definitely seen happiness as important when I've studied. Actually there's both been moment of 
absolutely joy and of absolutely despair. I've feebly on top if the world and in the deepest darkest 
hole. 
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
I consider myself very, very happy. I have a lot to be thankful forum many aspects of my life. I'm 
very excited about a lot of things happening and in general things are just joyfull
Respondent 4
 
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
 
 Ja
 
 
 Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for 
 you and other peoples' happiness? - Why? - Why not?
 Ja det tror jeg, men man skal arbejde for det. Det vigtigste er at man ikke stiller for høje krav til sin 
egen succes - man bliver lykkeligst hvis man accepterer normaliteten.  
 
 What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, 
 listening to the radio or reading a newspaper?
 
 Jeg vil ikke sige at medierne beroliger en - langt fra og nok det modsatte! 
 
 Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you 
 satisfied with your education?
 
 Ja 
 
 What do you expect to get out of your education?
 
 Jeg regner med at opnå kompetencer til at kunne arbejde inden for mit fagområde. Man bliver nødt 
til at tro på at det ikke kun handler om netværk, og held. Men som sagt skal man arbejde for det. 
 
 
 Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
 
 Ja - jeg har valgt mit studie ud fra interesse og ikke f.eks. jobmuligheder, eller løn.
 
 
 
 How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider 
 yourself happy?
 
 Ja - men jeg er også lige startet nyt studiejob.
Respondent 5
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
yes
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other 
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
in some ways, happiness is an individual feeling and not a chromosome
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv,
listening to the radio or reading a newspaper?
i do not thnk much about the future when i follow the medias
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you
satisfied with your education?
sometimes yes and at other times not. Einmal ist keinmal
What do you expect to get out of your education?
an academic foundation and a larger degree of ability to reflect on international 
phenomenon
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
yes very much indeed
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider
yourself happy?
not exactly iam very nervous that about my project-writing, but my girlfriend just 
kissed - that made me happy. Happiness is not an ultimate feeling, to me feelings can be 
contradictory.
Respondent 6
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
yes. about the future ...
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other 
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
yes. because we are free individuals who can choose what we want in our lives (but again 
- that maybe makes us unhappy and not satisfied?)
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv,
listening to the radio or reading a newspaper?
neutral
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you
satisfied with your education?
no. But I don´t think I would be more happy another place ... so i guess im fine
What do you expect to get out of your education?
kompetences to get a job i will find interest in and be happy about
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
no, but yes I propably did implicitly
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider
yourself happy?
no
Respondent 7
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
Nej det tror jeg ikke
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other 
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
Jeg tror at det er vigtigt at sikre det danske velfærdssystem, og mindske uligheden, 
hvis der skal være en god ramme for folks lykke i Danmark. Samtidig er vi nødt til at 
tage os af verdens problemer, som ulighed og miljøet, da sådanne problemer bestemt ikke 
udgør en god ramme for menneskers lykke. Det hele hænger sammen. 
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv,
listening to the radio or reading a newspaper?
Det kommer an på hvad det er. Jeg hører mest P3, som altid gør mig i godt humør, da de 
holder det på et overfladisk niveau. Jeg har ikke fjernsyn så det ser jeg sjældent. Jeg 
læser netaviser, og de gør mig tit trist til mode. Der er mange triste nyheder, men jeg 
synes også det er meget vigtigt at få fokus på!
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you
satisfied with your education?
Jeg synes tit jeg bliver stressede og trist i intensiv perioderne, så de sidste år har 
min uddannelse faktisk ikke gjordt mig lykkelig. Samtidig er de perioder med meget 
selvstudie også hårde fordi man ikke altid kommer ud hver dag, og det er lidt tomt at 
man ikke kan mødes med sine medstuderende i en klasse el.lign. Det har jeg savnet.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
Et godt job, som sikrer mig en god fremtid.
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
Nej
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider
yourself happy?
Ja glad, men selve lykken kommer i små værdifulde øjeblikke, og det tror jeg er okay!
Respondent 8
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
Furthering my intellectual curiosity // Test ideas and thoughts at another level and i 
different way than I was used to.
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other 
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
Depends on what you mean by happiness? But saying no would be a typical 1. world answer. 
I'm pretty sure we could be worse of.
What are your feelings towards the future when 
you're watching tv,listening to the radio or reading a newspaper?
Depends on what is in the TV/radio/newspaper. But generally, I lean between the outer 
marks of despair and the comforting thought that while problems have always existed, 
free information about them as a relatively new thing.
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you
satisfied with your education?
There's always room for improvement, but generally yes.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
Hopefully a lot of things. But mostly the ability to think critically and act on the 
basis of those thought. 
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your 
education?
No.
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider
yourself happy?
I'm writing my thesis. 'Happy' would be an overstatement, but I enjoy it.  

Respondent 9
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc? 
Jeg havde en drøm om, at jeg skulle starte på 
en frisk et nyt sted, i en ny by og med nye mennesker. Rent studiemæssigt havde jeg ikke 
en drøm, men jeg har altid gerne villet være studerende og synes, at jeg har fundet det 
sted, hvor jeg passer i, som studerende. 
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples’ 
happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
Det kommer an på hvordan velfærdsstaten udvikler sig. Sådan som den udvikler sig lige nu 
tror jeg umiddelbart at det arbejder imod lykke. Jeg tror på, at én af grundende til, at 
danskere er nogle af de lykkeligste er fordi vi har et sikkerheds net i velfærden og 
dette sikkerhedsnet bliver lige nu mindre og mindre. 
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio or 
reading a newspaper? 
Badly - den er meget dårlig, fordi man høre SÅ meget om arbejdsløshed - især inden for 
humanistiske fag. Det gør mig nervøs og jeg har ingen lyst til at blive færdig med studierne, 
da jeg frygter, at jeg ender ud i meget lang tids arbejdsløshed. 
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your 
education? 
Jeg elsker at være studerende og det gør mig glad at studere. Med det sagt vil jeg sige, at der 
er mange ting der kunne fungere bedre for, at jeg ville blive mere glad for, det at være 
studerende. Men umiddelbart elsker jeg studielivet og RUC så meget at jeg er meget glad for 
det. 
What do you expect to get out of your education? Aner det ikke. Forhåbentligt nogle 
kompetencer, der er gavnlige for arbejdsmarkedet og forhåbentligt ender jeg ud med et 
arbejde jeg elsker. Vil muligvis gerne være selvstændig, men jeg synes ikke min uddannelse 
og universitetet har givet mig noget, der kan kvalificere mig til det. 
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
Både og. Jeg læser det jeg læser, fordi jeg synes det er spændende - så det gør mig glad, men 
jeg tænker ikke fremtidsmæssigt i forhold til hvad jeg vil bruge det til når jeg er færdig og om 
jeg kan få arbejde og sådan noget. Så man kan vel sige det er kortidssigtet glæde og ikke 
langtidssigtet, da jeg mener, at man skal forsøge at leve i nuet - man kan alligevel ikke 
forudsige hvad der vil gøre en glad senere i livet. 
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy? 
Ja det ville jeg. Der er selvfølgeligt nedture indimellem, men lige nu er jeg glad og har det 
godt. Og jeg ville helt klart - overordnet - beskrive mig selv som lykkelig. Ingen tvivl om det.
Respondent 10
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
-Ja, men den gælder stadig (og er ikke mindsket).
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
-Det danske samfund eller hvordan? Ja helt sikkert. Har masser af håb for fremtiden 
selvom vi står over for nogle ret vanskelige problemstillinger i form af 
klimaforandringer, de udvidede grænser- og dertil følgende problemstillinger i form af 
idealer, samarbejde og løsninger på globale problemer. Men er man optimist som jeg, ser 
det slet ikke så sort ud.
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio
or reading a newspaper?
-Jeg bliver frustreret. Nogle gange vred. Men så ændres de negative tanker til 
tankevirksomhed I form af løsninger. Og jeg kan ikke vente med at komme i gang med at 
bruge min uddannelse til noget.
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your
education?
-Haha, det har faktisk åbnet op for en masse tanker, og kompleksiteter. Verden er ikke 
længere så sort og hvid som ellers var mit udgangspunkt. Uddannelsen plejer mit 
vidensbehov og giver I den grad yderligere belæg for hvorfor det er så vigtigt at tage en 
uddannelse der giver mulighed for at være med til ændre vise ting til det bedre. Jeg er 
rimelig tilfreds, men meget viden føler jeg selv at jeg må opsøge, og desuden ser jeg 
uddannelsen som meget individuel ; man kan vælge/fravælge at fokusere på det der 
passer dig. Det synes jeg er fantastisk.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
-En god portion bred viden, nogle gode teamwork skills, og energi og inspiration til at 
storme forældede normer og tankegange.
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
-Måske ikke direkte. Måske I forbindelse med at indtage viden?
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
-Jeg har det ganske godt. Jeg er glad. Men hvis I mener ”lykkelig” med ordet happy, 
tænker jeg at det er et ret stærkt ord. Lykkelig føler jeg mig i øjeblikke. Glæde, er 
derimod et begreb jeg vil bruge som generel tilgang til min livsverden
Respondent 11
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
       
Natural science, but not a specific dream or carrier. So RUC nat-bas was the perfect approach 
for a confused student.
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples' 
happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
        
Yes off course. We live in a society build on wellfare. This is going pretty well, and looks like it 
will keep being this way for Denmark at least. I think people have a natural feeling of empati, 
which will is reflected on the current society and still will be in the future.
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio or 
reading a newspaper?
        
Too much violence and problems. You watch tv - get frightened of the terror - murder, bombs, 
gang wars everywhere. Then you look out the window, see the sun shining and hear the birds 
chipping. Media has a tendency to only bring up the bad/sad stuff, which not at all reflect the 
world as it is. A pretty amazing and happy place when you experience it in real life. TV=fear; 
irrational fear.
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your 
education?
       
Yes very happy. I like learning; being a student. The study environment. Surrounding myself 
with the intelligent youth and all their different ideas and perspectives. But I do have a small 
fear of graduating and which carrier opportunities i will have.
What do you expect to get out of your education?
        
Knowledge in subject. Experience in co-working with other facultiy-educated persons, on the 
same project.
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
       
By educating myself, I believe i will become happier. But choice of education didn't really 
depend on where i would be most happy.
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
        
Yes i would. No worries big enough to spend time thinking on. I think this would count for all 
Danes, it's just a matter of one's approach in looking at things, or reflecting at things.
Respondent 12
Hej.
Jeg har udfyldt jeres spørgeskema herunder.
Jeg håber I kan bruge det...
Held og lykke med projektet.
Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
Drøm om studiet eller drøm i det hele taget?
Min drøm var at rejse noget mere, men gerne med et rigtigt arbejde. Jeg var træt af 
dårligt betalte tjener-jobs. Derfor påbegyndte jeg min uddannelse. Jeg havde ikke nogen 
drøm i forhold til RUC, for jeg anede ikke hvad det ville sige, at studere.
Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other
peoples’ happiness?  - Why? - Why not?
Det er et svært spørgsmål.
For mit eget vedkommende er jeg ikke i tvivl om, at jeg får et godt og lykkeligt liv. Men 
hvis man kigger ud på resten af verden - eller bare resten af landet -   kan det billede 
hurtigt ændre sig.
What are your feelings towards the future when you're watching tv, listening to the radio
or reading a newspaper?
Det kommer an på hvad der sker i de opremsede nyhedsmedier. Når jeg ser BT og Ekstra 
Bladet føler jeg harme og bliver i dårligt humør, når jeg læser Politiken, Berlingske og 
Information føler jeg mig oplyst om hvad der sker ude i verden og underholdt. Samme 
mønster er der, når jeg ser henholdsvis Paradise Hotel og en spændende dokumentar på Dr 
2. Så det er meget forskelligt, hvad der sker, når jeg forholder mig til medierne. Men 
jeg tænker, at der er en del fravælgelse af historier, der handler om alle de gode ting, 
der sker i verden. Det synes jeg er ærgerligt. Desværre er der lavet en den analæyser, 
der viser, at gode nyheder ikke er interessante for de fleste mennesker, de vil have 
misery... og så tænker jeg, at det er da trist. Men også, at det er godt, at jeg kan 
gennemskue systemet.
Are your education making you happy? Or said in another way; are you satisfied with your
education?
Ja, meget!
What do you expect to get out of your education?
Jeg er næsten færdig, men jeg har fået mange gode ting ud af min uddannelse. Samtidig 
med, at jeg har taget den, er jeg gået fra at være 22 til at være 28 år, og det har nok 
også lidt at sige om, hvad der er kommet ud af uddannelsen. Jeg har fået rigtig mange 
gode venner, og lært meget om samfund. Det gælder f.eks. udvikling af min kritiske sans.
Did you think about becoming happy when you decided upon your education?
Ja, i høj grad. Uddannelsen skulle hjælpe mig med at skabe det liv, jeg drømte om.
How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
Lige nu? Ja, meget glad!
 Appendix 4
4 Interviews done 10th may 2013
Respondent 1
Interview thoughts:
 
When I have been talking to people off the record about happiness it seemed easier to get to know 
more about what and how they consider happiness. How they understand the word “happy”. You 
can look back at it and all that. That seems to be a little more difficult to get from the interview.
 
-       What new happened?
 
Comparing himself to others.
Likes to be pushed/stressed. Is that society?
 
 
 
I: We are writing a study about what students expect to get out of the education here at RUC and 
how they feel about it. This interview is for the 2nd semester project and your answers will be for 
our use only. We have 7 short questions. If something seems unclear, please feel free to let us know. 
And please elaborate if you feel like it.
I: Did you have a dream before entering ruc?
R: Øhm I wouldn’t say I had like a dream I was just, I looked at a few different universities, I 
looked at my options.
I: Mhh
R: Øhm I grew up outside of Denmark but I had to go back basically because my parents said like 
“okay the education is free so why don't you just go back”
I: Mhh
R: And I looked at some different universities that offered øhm programmes in English, and I chose 
ruc just because øhm just because I really liked the project group idea and the way like you know 
the education is formulated in that way. But øhm I don't know if I call it a dream I was just - I 
thought it was really, really interesting like the way, the way things work here.
I: Mhh
R: And I just wanted to study you know economics and social sciences and things like that. And you 
know it basically it was, it was the best university I could find. That offered something I thought 
was interesting.
I: Mhm, mhm
R: Mhm
I: Yeah. I think I get it. So it was not like a, a very preconceived dream but you sort of had like a 
good idea? Yeah.
R: Yeah. Yeah I mean you know, what I could do at the time was just like go through the website 
and see how they described the school.
I: Yeah.
R: And did I think it was quite inspiring at the time you know how they presented group work and 
how they presented, how the school is different from like a normal one where you just take classes. 
And then you have a class exam, class exam, class exam and then your finished but here you're just 
like, your kind of responsible for your own education. And I found that to be very interesting and 
very different.
I: Mhm
R: And I liked that.
I: Yeah, super. Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and 
others people happiness? A little more general one.
R: Hmm that is a really big question I must admit. Well, I mean, there are so many dimensions 
which one could look at this. I guess if you're talking about the Danish welfare state were not really, 
I mean its hard to know exactly what's gonna happen in the future.
I: Mhm
R: Because there’s so much political discussion going on right now, about what kind of structure 
our society is going to follow.
I: Mhm
R: But I mean, looking at the history of this country and like how things usually work out it seems 
like there is always attempts to keep people pleased and there is always attempts to take care of 
people. And I hope and I do believe that they will take peoples happiness and needs into 
consideration.
I: Mhm
R: When they like, well politicians at least when they try to plan how things will be in the future.
I: Mhm most definitely. So its øhm, but. In my relation it’s more of a hope than a certain thing. 
(note - exchange of life experiences, Denzin, The research act)
R: Ah I understand what you mean.
I: Yeah how do you feel?
R: I really, I mean I hope so. I mean, in my opinion the future is just so uncertain.
I: Yeah
R: But I mean, I really hope that everyone that I graduate with and everyone that I grew up with 
here, like you know, has a good opportunity to be happy in the future. Don't we all hope for that? 
Aristotle? We all want the best, but there’s always like a huge amount of uncertainty to it right? 
Future is pretty frightening at times.
I: Yeah. Could you please describe your feelings towards your future or the future, when following 
media? And an additional question to this is do they change when you hear the news?
 
R: Hmm
I: Your feelings or conceptions towards the future.
R: I’m, I would almost say that my feelings towards the future are almost defined by the media. 
Because I spend a lot of time reading news and watching tv and stuff. I try to look for sources 
outside what they say, because from my understanding news kind of tries to put a spin on thing to 
make them seem more alarming and more interesting.   
I: Yeah.
R: But I would say it has a huge influence on the way I think. And generally I am not very often 
shocked or it doesn't change my opinion very heavily when I watch the news.
I: Mhm.
R: Because I watch it so often I guess I just have gotten so used to the discourse. Gotten used to you 
know, that way of seeing the world.
I: Mhm. So what do you expect to get out from your education?
R: Ohm well first of all like I just taking an education in like business and economics. And of 
course I want that foundation of like theory and understanding of how companies work and things 
like that.
I: Mhm.
R: But ehm on the more diverse and I guess, what's the word, abstract side, of things
I: Mhm (yes this is what we want to hear)
R: I really hope, to be able to work with people better. And to actually be able to function within an 
organisation. And not just start in a company and say “I know this theory and this theory” but to 
actually sit down and be able to create something useful together with others. Which is why I chose 
ruc.
I: So you can use theories, yeah.
R: Yeah.
I: Yeah okay. How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself 
happy?
R: Well, I’m, do you mean happy about my education or like in general with my life?
I: Mhm more like in general.
R: With my life?
I: Yes.
R: I guess things are going pretty well, I have only been living in Denmark for a year and a half 
now. So I am still getting acclimated I would say. But I guess I would like to talk about my 
education a bit. Sometimes I am a bit worried because I feel we could push the students harder here 
and I feel like we could encourage them more to get some real world experience.  
I: Mhm
R: Because what I understand from other schools here you, at this point, have to go out and do some 
real work in the field by this point. Actually do something related to your field. And we only have 
classes like once a week and the project, and sometimes people can get very lazy. And that doesn't 
make me very optimistic and sometimes I feel a little disappointed in that. But otherwise, I guess 
personally and such I am doing pretty well.
I: Yeah. That is super. I think this will be my last question and it will be good to ask it now. Are you 
satisfied with your education?
 
R: I wish there was more class and more assignments outside of the projects. Just because I feel like 
you can take an entire semester here, and then in the end say” what did I actually learn”. They dont 
really make sure that we actually learn the material. There are many things they could do to try and 
teach us more and to make us more responsible as students.
 
I: Mhm
 
R: Because I feel like at ruc, the way it is now, it’s very easy to slip through the cracks in the sense 
that you don’t actually learn very much. What I have learned most from is writing my projects. And 
that’s the point of this school, but on the class side they could do a lot more.
 
I: I agree with you. Do you have any questions for us?
 R: What is your problem formulation?
 
I: We want to know how ruc students perceive their future chances of happiness much in relation to 
education. And you also said it previously in a way, relating it to education, that it makes you more 
positive when you think you are doing something good and you think you are learning something 
then you think you have better chances.
 
R: Yeah. I think personally that’s a very big part of it. I like to be like pushed you know? I like to 
feel a bit stressed and feel like I have got a lot of things to do. And when that kind of falls together 
when we don’t have classes that can be a bit disheartening.
 
I: Exactly, it can be like what am I doing?
 
R: Yeah. Exactly like what am I doing with my life? And when everyone you know is studying all 
kinds of different things that can be a horrible kind of pressure.
 
 
 
 Transcription
It seems more reasonable to transcribe only as much and only as exactly as is
required by the research question (Strauss 1987).
Respondent 2.
I: Did you have a dream before entering Ruc?
R : hmm, no i did not have a dream scenario or a dream job or something like that, i was just very 
sure that i wanted something with social science and sociology, but i was also pretty sure that i 
couldnt do the same thing for five years, so i wanted an education that could offer me different 
things, ehm with a social science aspect, so i didnt have a dream (I: YEAH) what I wanted (I: okay)
I: that you could get this from Ruc
I : Do you think that the future society will provide a good framework for you and other peoples 
happiness? 
R : Oh thats a deep question, haha. I hope, ehm, yeah, i think the society will always, im very 
positive, i think it will always develop into something better, in some way and maybe, maybe we 
have aspects that aint gonna be better but i think in overall that society will always develop to 
something better because we were the ones creating it and we will always urge for something better 
so yeah i think it will, exactly how and ehm I dont know about that.
I : Is that what Foucault says?
R: i dont know what he was talking about, i think he would have been more negative.
I : its good that you dont take that on you, okay.
I: Could you please then describe your feelings towards the future when you're watching ehm, when 
youre following media?
R : Yeah, Im studying journalism so normally i would know a lot about media, but i actually dont 
have a television or, hahah, so i dont know that much, ehm but i think that theeee ehm.... can you 
repeat the question? 
I: Yeah like these feelings you have towards the future do they change when you hear the new, or 
read newspaper, how does it make you feel?
R: I think that the news media is under a very huge development, ehm, and as a journalist student 
im getting sad when I watch the news, because the quality is so low, and everything has to happen 
so fast and its so briefly and theres no analyzing.
I: background music
R: exactly, ehm so, in that way im quite negative about the medias, or news medias future, but i 
thinks its going through a development where we will in maybe 50 years we will have a totally 
different kind of media and a totally different kind of news ehm what can you call it, expression, 
sooo, yeaaah..
I: So it will change, but it does not make you feel bad, because..?
R: When you watch the media you can feel bad about all the things that happens around the world, 
but i think that the awareness will in the end, create a better society, we will all be more aware of 
what happens instead of just closing in our small society, our society will expand, so i think it will 
result in a better world, but right now we are in a time where a lot of things change and we go from 
being inclusive and small to being more including... changes are allways hard and can make you sad 
but i think the news media will change a lot and be very different from what we know today in the 
feature.
I: Yeah.
R: Whats that answer enough?
I: Yeah, it was very good
R: It was a very, very big question (sighs, laughs)
I: yeah we know, we know.
I: Ehm, what do you expect to get out of your education?
R: Oh, my teachers have asked me about that (laugh). Ehm I dont know if i have had that much 
expectation about my education, ehm, i love to learn and i love to get wiser and i will say the main 
thing i expect to get out from my education is that it give me a lot of tools to understand the world, 
ehm better, and to be, when i have to an oppinion about something im able to see things from more 
and more different angles through my education. So i see my education as a provider of yeah 
analyzing tools and eh, ways to kind of look at things from other eyes than my own, i think thats my 
only really expectation, that that will be the result in the end.
I: And that can be fulfilled offcourse?
R: Yeah im allmost done, I have one year left, and i think allready now, that i've learned a lot of 
tools and a lot of new ways to understand things that i would never had thought about five years 
ago, som.
I: Did you think about becomming happy when you decided upon your education?
R: I dont know if it was aa, a thought that i was thinking that i wanted to be happy, but i think that 
all my choices are made on the foundation of what makes med happy aristotle, ehm i didnt choose 
my education because of some rational thoughts that this is what society need or here's a secure job 
or things like that, i took it because this what was interesting me and had fun doing and the things 
we have to read and the things i read in my sparetime as well, so yeah it is an education that makes 
me happy, and i just think that when i choose it I was not thinking that it had to be a secure job or 
has to be a secure future, i was thinking what do i like to do, what do i like to spend my time on and 
then i took that one. so i guess that you can say it was important for me that i was happy.
I: How would you describe the way you feel right now? Would you consider yourself happy?
R: Yeah, I will . Im looking forward to be done with my education, not that i would know what i 
would do then, ehm, but no i enjoy it very much still, and im only getting more and more secure 
that it was the right education i took.
I: Good.
R: Yeah im happy about it.
I: Well okay, that was actually our questions. Do you have any question?
R: I hope you can use it.
I: Yeah, i think we definately can.
I: Thank you very much Respondent 12.
Respondent 3
1.      “Because they had international development and I always wanted that, and health 
promotion strategies came along because of the construction of the education.
In some sort I had an idea of what I wanted to do, but I was very open-minded. This was 
a tool which you can use in many educations. If working with international development 
is not possible I could work with other things. I never planned to work with one specific 
thing only, so if I cannot find a job in this field, I will find something else.
2.      I think it will provide a good framework, with a lot of job opportunities. Despite the 
financial crisis I think people will be able to find work. It depends on the politics and 
also depends very much on the person. It depends who you are and where you are.
3.      I think the media is exaggerating the situation and makes it far worse that it is in reality. 
Because Denmark is a welfare state and will take care of those who need it. When I hear 
the news I don’t feel affected and it doesn’t change my mind regarding finding a job.
4.      I believe that it will provide me with many tools when I graduate and I am on the job 
market. I feel positive about the opportunities it will give me.
5.      That’s a very difficult question. I think I am happy. I am grateful for what I have and I 
don’t regret on what I should have and I don’t have. I am very happy for my education at 
RUC.
 
Comments about the situation, how did the interview go?
The respondent was very confident, relaxed and precise. She understood the aim of this 
interview and there was good interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee. 
She thought that the question of whether she feels happy was difficult, it appeared as 
though she hadn’t thought about it. She was quite positive in relation to her future 
happiness and possibilities. She did not seem to worry about not finding a good job, 
since she believed there will always be opportunities with her education.
 
 
Respondent 4
 
1.      Not specifically. I just wanted to have an education with broad possibilities, because 
if you go to Copenhagen University or Copenhagen Business School their choice of 
subjects is very narrow and specific, and here at RUC I can do more things after I 
graduate.
2.      I think it will provide a good framework but for some people it might be hard to find 
a job after graduation. I am a little worried about not finding a job. I don’t think that 
everyone will have the same opportunities but because some people are very 
selective and picky. They have an idea of what kind of work they would like to find 
and they don’t want to settle for anything less. I think people must make sacrifice 
and choose something that maybe was not part of their original plan. I am open for 
everything and I wouldn’t mind working with something that is different from my 
education.
3.      I think the media is portraying the situation as it is. I am concerned when they talk in 
the media about the current crisis and the unemployment, and I am worried about 
finding work. But the diploma from RUC will provide me with possibilities for work 
in a lot of areas. As I said earlier, the people who are very selective might have a 
harder time finding a job but I am willing to work with what I will be offered.
4.      I expect my education to grant me with a lot of opportunities. I believe that when I 
go on the job market I will be equipped with tools for work and I could manage work 
in many different spheres because of the nature of my education. I could work with 
different things and I am not restricted in working in one specific field. I have been 
studying a lot of different theories that I can use in other things, not only 
communication and business.
5.           I think I am generally happy. I am not happy at the moment because I have to read 
these theories which I don’t really understand, but generally I am happy. I am very 
happy about this education and the future.
 
 
Comments about the interview:
The respondent was relaxed and confident but unsure. She did not seem certain of what 
she would like to do after she graduates. Because of this uncertainty, she kept saying that 
she was very open-minded and that she would work with anything. She did not have a 
specific profession in mind. She did not understand the questions the first time we asked 
her and we had to explain them to her. We can note that she was stressed at the time we 
did the interview because she said she was having problems with some theories she was 
reading. So the uncertainty in her answers might also have been affected by stress, and 
she seemed slightly absent-minded during parts of the interview. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 5
Interview 12th of may 2013
Introductory talk including “chit chat”
Iwer: Did you have a dream before entering RUC?
Iwee: Actually no, I didn't know RUC, until I went to the humanities faculty in Copenhagen. 
Because I wanted to do the three years bachelor in English here, and they told me that, only 
university that you could get the three year bachelor in English was in Roskilde. And I applied to 
Roskilde and also to Malmo. I just wanted to do the three year bachelor in English. And it was very 
nice because I went to the counsellor before applying and he told me that; That it was very free and 
very open, and that you could make your own bachelor. That's what I liked.
Iwer: Do you think that future society will provide a good framework for you and other people 
happiness?
Iwee: I think happiness is very subjective, so I dont really know what happiness means. I guess yes 
because RUC is very social, you meet a lot of people there, a lot of international people. With my 
studies you mean? If I am going to be happy with this framework after my studies? I think RUC 
provides you with a lot of things. I think you can be very happy with your RUC studies, you can 
chose your own battle, you make your way, because its very free you can take your happiness as 
you want, so maybe yes.
Iwer: Could you describe your feeling towards the future when following the media?
Iwee: Like a television or the news? (yes the news mostly). You know movement 15M? It started 
with young people who wanted to change the world, and society. They think it is not a fair society. 
If it was a fair society that we live in we should decide our future, but its not like that. And I think 
that as individual people in society, we want to change society, but that the people that really has the 
power doesn't do it that much, as the will of the people really want to do it.
Iwer: what do you expect to get out of you education?
Iwee: A job I guess. Education is very important for a future job, with RUC I want to get a title and 
have a nice education. And be able to apply for a better job.
 
Iwer: how would you describe your feeling right now?
Iwee: My feeling right now? About what? I like my studies. I like my study. I like my life right now, 
I think. Maybe you could also say that I started a bachelor in Spain and I dint like it. That is also 
why I came here.
Iwer: So you consider yourself happy right now only because of your education?
Iwee: Not just because of my education but, but my education has a lot to do with that, because I 
started a bachelor in Spain and I dint like it and I felt very frustrated with my life, because I dint like 
my studies I didn't like what I was doing, then I decided to change. And now im happy because I 
like what I am studying and what I am doing right now, and im happy with that, and I think that it 
will make me happier in the future.
 
